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Abstract
Robots are envisioned to take on jobs that are dirty, dangerous and dull,
the three D’s of robotics. With this mission, robotic technology today is
ubiquitous on the factory floor. However, the same level of success has not
occurred when it comes to robots that operate in everyday living spaces, such
as homes and offices.
A big part of this is attributed to domestic environments being complex
and unstructured as opposed to factory settings which can be set up and precisely known in advance. In this thesis we challenge the point of view which
regards man-made environments as unstructured and that robots should operate without prior assumptions about the world. Instead, we argue that
robots should make use of the inherent structure of everyday living spaces
across various scales and applications, in the form of contextual and prior
information, and that doing so can improve the performance of robotic tasks.
To investigate this premise, we start by attempting to solve a hard and
realistic problem, active visual search. The particular scenario considered is
that of a mobile robot tasked with finding an object on an entire unexplored
building floor. We show that a search strategy which exploits the structure
of indoor environments offers significant improvements on state of the art
and is comparable to humans in terms of search performance. Based on the
work on active visual search, we present two specific ways of making use of
the structure of space. First, we propose to use the local 3D geometry as a
strong indicator of objects in indoor scenes. By learning a 3D context model
for various object categories, we demonstrate a method that can reliably
predict the location of objects. Second, we turn our attention to predicting
what lies in the unexplored part of the environment at the scale of rooms
and building floors. By analyzing a large dataset, we propose that indoor
environments can be thought of as being composed out of frequently occurring
functional subparts. Utilizing these, we present a method that can make
informed predictions about the unknown part of a given indoor environment.
The ideas presented in this thesis explore various sides of the same idea:
modeling and exploiting the structure inherent in indoor environments for the
sake of improving robot’s performance on various applications. We believe
that in addition to contributing some answers, the work presented in this
thesis will generate additional, fruitful questions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“The baby, assailed by eyes, ears, nose, skin, and entrails at
once, feels it all as one great blooming, buzzing confusion...”
William James, Principles of Psychology, 1890

In this chapter we will set the stage for the rest of the ideas that will be presented
henceforth in this thesis by arguing that intelligent agents need to make heavy use
of the inherent spatial structure of the environment.
As robotics shifted its focus from factory floors to everyday living spaces, researchers regarded the new, uncharted domestic environments domain as unstructured. This meant that we needed to equip our robots with a wide range of ever
more capable sensors to be able to make sense out of the confusing buzz of the
outside world. However, with sensors came uncertainty and with uncertainty came
the need to deal with untrustworthy streams of percepts from various sensors. As
a result, researchers motivated a long list of methods and algorithms that could
handle the chaos of our everyday living spaces as opposed to the precise status of
the manufacturing floor. This shift in thinking manifested itself in inclining towards
probabilistic methods which could deal with this uncertainty in a much better way
than classical AI methods. Breakthrough results have allowed robots to achieve
various capabilities, simultaneous localization and mapping being one.
However as a by product of this line of thinking, also came the notion that
assumptions and priors are things to be avoided. The thinking went: “If the world
is unstructured and highly unpredictable then our best bet is to rely on no assumptions about the world at all.” 1 . This line of thinking is valid as long as the
precondition for it (that the world is unstructured), holds true. It does not. In fact,
we would argue that our everyday world is highly structured. Homes are organized
into rooms and areas, where each room has a narrow range of uses (kitchen, bedroom etc.) which has some basic furniture that is largely immobile. Same can be
1 A web search with the keyword unstructured and robotics results in thousands of publications,
ranging from humanoids operating in kitchens to mobile robots navigating indoors.
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said of offices, hospitals and most other human environments. Even objects that
can easily be moved such as cups or books spend most of their time in specific
places and are not randomly distributed all over the environment. As humans, we
heavily make use of this structure in our everyday life. It follows therefore that
robotic systems should also be able to exploit such regularities in spatial structure
in carrying out various tasks.
Often, in robotics research it is stated that factory floors can be designed and
known to the minute detail whereas places outside the factory floor are messy, unpredictable and without apparent structure. In the former case, industrial robots
have enjoyed formidable advantages from knowing beforehand how the world is
configured and will behave, industrial robots are now an essential part of manufacturing. The same level of success does not apply so far when it comes to service or
domestic robotics or even to industrial robots in less strict settings. The lion’s share
for this failure is typically attributed to domestic environments being complex and
unpredictable. As this may be the case, we believe part of the reason for robots
not thriving as much in man-made environments is ignoring spatial structure and
attempting to rely on the least amount of assumptions about the world. Therefore
robotic systems are deprived from valuable and correct prior spatial information
which would be of great help in a variety of tasks. It is then our claim that when
building intelligent robots, the inherent spatial structure is an information source
to be heavily exploited.
Before one can go about realizing this idea, several questions need to be answered. For most real-world complex tasks, commonly the most successful way
of obtaining prior information is simply collecting data about the problem and
analyzing it. However we see the following as noteworthy challenges:
1. Deciding on what type of priors and data is relevant to the task
2. How to collect the data
3. How to model the prior information based on this data
4. How to utilize and maintain the priors extracted from this data
The first point is often ignored and hardly discussed in the literature. That is,
for a given robotic capability, what should be the nature of priors that the system
should rely on? This requires a deep understanding of the task at hand, as the
subtleties in the way of accomplishing the task are often invisible from the surface.
A good way of gaining insights into a task is by simply attempting to build a system
and uncovering bits and pieces that constitutes the most crucial challenges along
the way. We will do just that in the next chapter.
Second, depending on the type and the scale, data collection is often a hard
logistics problem. If we base our solution on learning from data, then the solution’s
quality highly depends on the data characteristics. It is indeed possible to shield
ourselves from this aspect of the problem by building admittedly limited datasets
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and emphasizing the models learned or the idea behind the approach. However,
we feel this won’t address the main problem as it only delays it. There is a large
body of research in how to ease the process of collecting large amounts of quality
data [1, 2], which is often outside the scope of works in robotics, though can be very
useful. Through the work which resulted in this work, we have also encountered
this problem a number of times and the solutions we have come up with are part
of this thesis.
The third point entails capturing what is in the data accurately. Amongst the
stated points, the bulk of research focus on this area and rightly so, it is crucial
to make good sense of the data which is enters the domain of statistics, machine
learning and increasingly so combined with probabilistic reasoning techniques.
Fourth and finally, the way that the prior information is being put to use
throughout the system is crucial for successful task completion. An important
topic here is how to update the priors over the lifespan of a robotic system. This
and the so called life long learning is an emerging area which has lots of open
questions yet to be answered.
The exploitation of spatial structure in robotics is an idea with recently increasing interest and thus as stated above most of the hard problems are hidden from
thought experiments. A sure way of uncovering these hard problems is simply by
picking a suitable application and trying to build it. We have chosen a task that is
highly challenging and involving all of the above points, active visual search (AVS)
in large unknown environments, a yet unsolved problem in robotics.
In an AVS scenario, the robot is tasked with finding a known object in the
environment with a camera. In the most general sense, the robot does not know
the environment beforehand, the only clues it receives are from its own sensors.
Since we are considering large spaces of the scale of whole buildings, that are open
to exploration, the robot is required to tackle visual search in different spatial scales,
first deciding where to search in the larger map-level scale and then locating the
object in single scenes. The robot needs to be able to plan a search strategy, one
that is cost efficient and most likely to lead to succeed. In the next chapter we will
analyze the cases where the prior information is either absent or present and its
effect on the search performance.

1.1

Outline

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we explain how to construct
an active visual search system from various aspects and present our solution. As a
result of this work, we identify improvement areas where exploiting spatial structure
can make significant contribution. In Chapter 3, we propose the idea of using local
3D geometry as a strong indicator of object locations in depth images of everyday
scenes. In Chapter 4, we look at a bigger scale and reason about unexplored space
in entire building floors. We analyze a large dataset of real indoors floorplans and
attempt to answer the question of predicting what lies ahead in the topology of

4
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indoor environments. Finally in Chapter 5, we conclude the work presented in this
thesis lay out potential improvement areas.

1.2

Contribution

Parts of this thesis have been previously published as journal and conference articles. This thesis contains a subset of the research work done throughout the PhD
that resulted it. Particularly, publications numbered 1, 2 and 3 constitutes Chapters 2-4 respectively. Below we explain the individual contributions of the author
of this thesis for each paper.
1. Alper Aydemir, Andrzej Pronobis, and Patric Jensfelt. Active Visual Search
in Unknown Environments Using Uncertain Semantics
In IEEE Transactions on Robotics. Conditionally accepted (in review), October 2012. [3]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This paper is on how to efficiently search and locate objects in unknown environments the size of an
entire building floor, as opposed to previous work where either the search
space is limited in size (typically ranging from a table top to a room) or
where the environment is assumed to be known in advance, including objects,
rooms and their categories. The idea presented in this work is to utilize a
divide and conquer approach to search, by making use of a hierarchical modeling of space which is augmented by semantics such as room categories. The
contribution of the author of this thesis is in devising the search strategies
for efficient active visual search in large unknown environments by combining
semantic mapping and efficient planning. For this work we have adapted the
probabilistic semantic mapping approach presented in [4] to our problem and
utilized the planning framework presented in [5]. The goal of this work was
to attempt to solve a hard problem in robotics which involves a large view
of how to utilize priors on the inherent structure of man-made environments.
As such, Chapter 2 largely is based on this paper.
2. Alper Aydemir and Patric Jensfelt. Exploiting and modeling local 3D structure for predicting object locations
In Proc. of the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems (IROS), Algarve, Portugal, October 2012. Best Paper Finalist. [6]
Summary and Individual Contribution: In this work we have argued
that the location of objects in everyday scenes is highly correlated with the 3D
structure around them, which we have called the 3D context of an object. The
idea was to utilize this prior information in order to better guide various search
processes aimed at finding objects (such as object detection) towards regions
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of the image where they are most likely to contain the object. This idea
came from an observation while working on the active visual search system
presented in Chapter 2 that most state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms
have a hard time dealing with images taken when the robot is in motion
looking for objects and the whole image is scanned for the target object.
Instead we propose to use local 3D geometry as a very strong indicator on
the location of objects in everyday scenes. The contributions of the author of
this thesis include proposing and motivation the initial idea, coming up with
a way of modeling the 3D context, devising and running experiments to show
the applicability of the idea.
3. Alper Aydemir, Patric Jensfelt and John Folkesson. What can we learn from
38,000 rooms? Reasoning about unexplored space in indoor environments
In Proc. of the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems (IROS), Algarve, Portugal, October 2012. [7]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This paper originates from
the idea that although a large portion of robotics is aimed towards building robots and algorithms that can robustly operate indoors, we have little
idea on actual indoor environments analyzed at large scales. In this work,
we have worked with a floor plan dataset containing 200 buildings and approximately 38,000 rooms, several orders of magnitude more than found in
previous work. The specific question we wanted to investigate in this work is:
”Given a partial floor plan of a building, can we predict the rest accurately?”.
Again, this question stems from a practical need in our work on active visual
search, namely that how can a robot make informed decisions while exploring
an environment with the purpose of finding an object? The author of this
thesis contributed in coming up with the question, the idea and the effort of
gathering a large indoor dataset, as well as the algorithms presented in this
work and experiments performed.
4. Alper Aydemir, Moritz Göbelbecker, Andrzej Pronobis, Kristoffer Sjöö, and
Patric Jensfelt. Plan-based object search and exploration using semantic
spatial knowledge in the real world
In Proc. of the European Conference on Mobile Robotics (ECMR), Örebro,
Sweden, September 2011. [8]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This paper reports early progress
on the active visual search work that is the topic of Chapter 2. The contributions of the author of this thesis are the same as [3].
5. Alper Aydemir, Kristoffer Sjöö, John Folkesson, Andrzej Pronobis and Patric
Jensfelt. Search in the real world: Active visual object search based on spatial relations

6
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In Proc. of the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA). [9]
Summary and Individual Contribution: In this work we have explored
the idea of using spatial relations for active visual search in order to cut down
search space and acquire views that has a higher likelihood of bringing the
target object into the field of view of the robot. We have utilized the spatial
relations idea and implementation details presented in [10] and in [11].The
contribution lies in evaluating the use of spatial relations in the context of
an active visual search task. We have assumed that the metric map of the
environment is known in advance. Furthermore, we have also assumed to
have probabilistic prior knowledge on the spatial relations between objects
(e.g. the cup is on the table with a certain probability). Using these, we have
utilized a Markov Decision Process (MDP) planner in order to determine
search strategies. With this work we have made inroads in utilizing higher
level spatial concepts such as spatial relations to guide the search process.
This paper is not included in the thesis although it is highly related to Chapter
2.
6. Kristoffer Sjöö, Alper Aydemir, David Schlyter, and Patric Jensfelt. Topological spatial relations for active visual search
Robotics and Autonomous Systems. July 2012. [10]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This work is an expansion on [9]
and [11] where the idea is to use spatial relations ON and IN to aid in active
visual search. The contribution of the author of this thesis is on how to utilize
spatial relations for an active visual search task with a mobile robot.
7. Kristoffer Sjöö, Alper Aydemir, Thomas Mörwald, Kai Zhou, and Patric Jensfelt. Mechanical support as a spatial abstraction for mobile robots
In Proc. of the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems (IROS), Taipei, Taiwan, October 2010. [11]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This work presents solely in
detail the spatial relations utilized in [9] and in [11]. The author of this
thesis contributed in designing the perceptual model of the presented spatial
relations ON and IN in a way that is useful to mobile robotics tasks.
8. Alper Aydemir, Daniel Henell, Patric Jensfelt and Roy Shilkrot, 2012. Kinect@Home:
Crowdsourcing a Large 3D Dataset of Real Environments
In 2012 AAAI Spring Symposium Series, Stanford University, CA, USA. [12]
Summary and Individual Contribution: In this work we have attempted
to amass a very large dataset of RGB-D images from natural man-made en-
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vironments by making it easy to record Kinect videos, processing them to
produce a 3D map and displaying the resulting 3D maps back to users to
encourage participation. This effort is related to the question ”How to collect the data” asked previously in this chapter. The author of this thesis
contributed by coming up with the whole idea, designing the 3D mapping
algorithm, designing the mapping pipeline and implementing parts of it. The
project gathered significant interest worldwide, being reported in news organizations such as the Wired and the BBC amongst dozens of others. The
effort is still on going and the RGB-D data pool keeps getting bigger and
bigger.
9. Andrzej Pronobis, Kristoffer Sjöö, Alper Aydemir, Adrian N. Bishop, and
Patric Jensfelt. 2009. A framework for robust cognitive spatial mapping
In Proc. of the 14th IEEE International Conference on Advanced Robotics
(ICAR), Munich, Germany, June 2009. [13]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This work presents a spatial
modeling approach for mobile robots that can support variety of tasks such
as finding objects and acquiring a semantic map of the environment. The
contribution of the author of this thesis is in designing the framework in
collaboration with other authors.
10. Marc Hanheide, Charles Gretton, Richard Dearden, Nick Hawes, Jeremy Wyatt, Andrzej Pronobis, Alper Aydemir, Moritz Göbelbecker and Hendrik Zender. Exploiting probabilistic knowledge under uncertain sensing for efficient
robot behaviour
Proceedings of the 22nd International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI 2011), Barcelona, Spain. [14]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This work presents a way of
using probabilistic knowledge coming from integrating common-sense knowledge about the world to robot’s observations and the usage of a continual
planner to select actions in the light of useful but uncertain data about the
world. The specific application chose is active visual search. The contributions of the author of this thesis is to adapt the active visual search methods
described in our work [3, 10] in the context of the system described in the
paper.
11. Alper Aydemir, Kristoffer Sjöö, and Patric Jensfelt. 2010. Object search on
a mobile robot using relational spatial information
In Proc. of the 11th International Conference on Intelligent Autonomous Systems (IAS), Ottawa, Canada, August 2010. [15]
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Summary and Individual Contribution: This paper presents our early
attempts at building a mobile robot that can search for objects in large environments using properties and regularities of man-made environments. The
specific idea explored here is to use spatial relations. The contributions of
the author of this thesis is devising and implementing search method and
techniques that utilizes spatial relations.
12. Andrzej Pronobis, Kristoffer Sjöö, Alper Aydemir, Adrian N. Bishop, and
Patric Jensfelt. 2010. Representing spatial knowledge in mobile cognitive
systems
In Proc. of the 11th International Conference on Intelligent Autonomous Systems (IAS), Ottawa, Canada, August 2010. [16]
Summary and Individual Contribution: This paper contains preliminary
efforts in designing a spatial modeling framework for mobile robots in the same
vein as [13].

Chapter 2

Active Visual Search
In the previous chapter we have argued that many robotics tasks would benefit
from exploiting the spatial structure of everyday environments. In order to explore
this idea, we have picked a yet unsolved, hard problem in robotics which can greatly
benefit from using spatial structure. We have chosen the active visual search (AVS)
problem, which deals with locating objects in large unknown environments with a
camera mounted on a mobile robot. We believe investigating such a problem can
in turn help us understand more about the open questions we have posed in the
beginning of this thesis.
Much work is going into overcoming the problem of making sense of complex
environments, to build maps augmented with semantics and objects, sometimes for
long periods of time. Key in this effort is the apprehension of objects. Objects
hold an important role in human perception of space [17]. Localizing and interacting with them lies at the heart of various robotics research challenges, and while
there is no shortage of open questions in dealing with objects, the bulk of previous work relies on the assumption that the particular object in question is already
within the sensory reach of the robot. An often stated reason for this is that tasks
such as object recognition and object manipulation are already challenging enough.
Nevertheless, as the field advances in its aim to build versatile service robots, the
assumption of objects being readily available in the field of view of a robots sensors is no longer reasonable. Furthermore, most of the state-of-the-art solutions
to the AVS problem suffers from the ”no-assumptions about the world” mindset
described earlier, a point which will be more clear when we examine previous work
thoroughly. For these reasons, the process of attempting to solve a realistic AVS
scenario with a concrete implementation can lead us to discover various ways in
which the questions posed in Chapter 1 can be addressed.
Next, we will give an example AVS scenario and formalize the problem. We
will review the earliest attempts as well as the most promising AVS solutions in
the recent literature from various aspects. This recap of previous work will show us
that there is a great opportunity for extending the state-of-the-art AVS methods
9
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by devising search strategies which make use of environment semantics. We will lay
out exactly what parts of environment semantics are useful for an object searching
robot and propose several ideas on better ways to search for objects by incorporating
them into an object search system. Then we will implement those ideas for a mobile
robot equipped with several sensors. Experiments for applications such as AVS
where a robot has to actively decide on the next action often tend to be tedious
and long running. Furthermore, the evaluation criteria and ground truth for such
applications is non-trivial. Imagine the case where a system is required to detect
objects in a pre-recorded set of images versus where a robot is required to locate
a stapler in an entire building floor. While in the former case the success of the
system is clearly depending on the whether or not the object is detected, in the
latter case we must ask the question: What is the ideal object search run? For this
reason and in order to subject our implementation to a fair and through evaluation,
we will report various kinds of experiments to the demonstrate the applicability and
effectiveness of the proposed ideas.
Finally, as per usual, when attempting to solve a hard problem we will discover
new gaps in the current state of research in the direction of the topic of this thesis
– extracting and exploiting structure in human environments – which will push us
into exploring new ideas, making the up the rest of the chapters in this thesis.

2.1

Introduction

An AVS task is ultimately related to the spatial properties of the world. Imagine
a scenario depicted in Figure 2.1 in which a mobile courier robot is tasked with
finding and fetching an object, located somewhere on an unknown office floor.
With the limited field of view of robotic sensors, it is unreasonable to assume that
the robot will exhaustively examine the whole space in order to locate the object
since it requires capturing and analyzing millions of images, rendering the system
unusable in practical applications. Certain types of objects are likely to be at certain
locations and not distributed randomly in the world. As illustrated in Figure 2.1,
food related objects are likely to be clustered in the kitchen area, John’s coffee cup
mostly frequents his office, kitchen and the meeting room1 , while a stapler often is
in any office room or printer area.
In order to make use of such regularities, semantic information about the object
and the environment can be obtained and used to derive a more efficient strategy.
As an example, if the robot is looking for a coffee cup, perhaps first looking in
the kitchen would result in higher success and efficiency as opposed to looking
randomly everywhere. However for this to happen, the robot must first plan to find
a kitchen, then efficiently find one, and then efficiently search the found kitchen. If
one of these steps fail, e.g. there’s no kitchen, then the robot should suitable search
1 We should also note the difference between an instance of an object, such as John’s cup versus
any cup. This distinction has implications on the appearance and location of objects, important
aspects for a mobile robot.
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Figure 2.1: The object search scenario investigated is concerned with finding objects
in large scale environments that are unknown to the robot at the start of the search.

strategies instead of giving up entirely. Therefore, a robot equipped with general
world knowledge about space and objects can greatly outperform one that is not
so.
In most realistic scenarios where the environment is at best partially known2 ,
the robot needs the ability to constantly acquire knowledge about the environment
in which it operates autonomously. This adds another level of complexity to the
problem of active visual search where not only direct cues with regard to the object
should be used (e.g. visual feature matches in acquired images), but also indirect
cues which might increase the odds of finding the object should be taken into
account. As we discussed earlier, the semantics of the environment such as room
categories can be used in order to improve the search strategy. However, knowledge
acquisition (such as determining objects, room categories, the metric layout of
the environment) during an AVS task in unexplored environments introduces an
additional problem. Since the acquired knowledge can change the course of the
search strategy, at any point during the search process the robot should be able to
decide between exploring the environment (in order to discover additional spatial
semantics or more places to search) and searching a part of space that is already
explored. This is also known as the exploitation vs. exploration problem. We
2 Note that even if the robot is presented with a complete map of the environment with
objects and other semantic entities, a living space changes almost continually, making any given
map inconsistent quickly over time.
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assume a realistic scenario in which the robot is tasked with finding an object in
a large-scale environment as a typical office environment consisting of 16 offices,
a kitchen, a meeting room and a corridor, constituting a total search space of
33m×12m is presented. We measure the search efficiency as the total search time.
The robot has no previous knowledge about the specific environment it is in and
instead relies on a semantic prior about generic indoor spaces.

2.2

Problem Formulation

The problem of active search addressed in this chapter is that of finding an efficient strategy for localizing a certain object in a large scale, unknown, 3D indoor
environment which we will refer to as Ψ following [18]. Concretely, we look for
a strategy that decides what sequence of actions to execute so as to localize the
object of interest while minimizing the total cost, where cost is defined as time.
The robot can execute motion actions and sensing actions in the space of Ψ. The
sensing actions are characterized by the pose of the robot, camera parameters and
recognition algorithm.
Additionally, let PΨ (X) be the probability distribution for the position of the
target, X, in the search space Ψ. Depending on the level of a priori knowledge of
Ψ and PΨ (X) there are three extreme cases of the active search problem.
1. If both Ψ and PΨ (X) are fully known, the problem is that of sensor placement
and coverage maximization (assuming no uncertainty in the built map and
probability distribution) given limited field of view and cost constraints.
2. If PΨ (X) is unknown, but Ψ is known (i.e. acquired a priori through a separate
mapping step), the agent either should utilize a generic probability distribution (such as a uniform one across the whole Ψ) or needs to gather information
about the environment similar to the above case. However this exploration is
for learning about the target specific characteristics of the environment.
3. If both Ψ and PΨ (X) are unknown, the agent needs the ability to explore. The
agent needs to select which parts of the environment to explore first depending
on the target properties. Furthermore the agent needs to trade-off between
executing a sensing action and exploration at any given point (i.e. should the
robot search for the target in the partially known Ψ or explore further). This
is classically known as the exploration vs. exploitation problem.
In this chapter, the third case is considered, where Ψ and PΨ (X) are both
unknown and the robot is required to explore the environment while searching.
We provide the robot with common-sense knowledge, which is not environment
specific and encodes relationships between high-level human concepts and functions
of space. Typically, the common-sense knowledge encodes correspondences between
objects, landmarks, other properties of space and semantic room categories. Such
information is valuable in limiting the search space and helps humans efficiently
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search in unknown environments. Our goal is to also leverage this to achieve similar,
efficient, behavior in artificial systems.

2.3

Related Work

Despite the recent interest in the problem of active search for objects, there are no
extensive surveys in the literature on this topic. For this reason, we start with a
comprehensive treatment of the early and current work.
In a seminal paper, Bajcsy introduced the term active perception [19]. The
motivation for employing an active perception strategy is that perceptual processes
often seek the desired percepts. In the author’s words: ”We do not just see, we
look”. In a system that employs active perception, sensors such as a camera can
be used actively by adjusting its various parameters: zoom factor, depth of field,
position and orientation in the 3D world.
Although the selection of parameters for a sensor may come across simply as a
basic control problem, Bajcsy makes two major points for how active perception
tasks differentiates themselves:
• The sensory information is often highly complex, rich in meaning and can be
interpreted. Extracting certain features that may or may not depend on each
other warrants the need for deep analysis of the input data.
• Prior knowledge plays a crucial role in the interpretation of this complex input
data stream. This knowledge may come as models that are readily available
or learned over time.
Building upon Bajcsy’s introduction of active perception, Tsotsos more specifically considered active visual search [20]. Some of the advantages of an active strategy discussed in [20] are robustness to occlusions, possible increase of resolution and
use of motion to disambiguate vision-related aspects of the world such as varying
illumination conditions. Tsotsos and Ye analyzed the computational complexity
of the active visual search problem and found it to be NP-Complete [20, 21]. A
significant lesson from this analysis is that, active visual search strategies are more
efficient than their passive equivalents. However, the increase in efficiency requires
a more complex search process. Active search strategies often require prior information to direct the sensing. A planning approach that makes use of a prior on
the target location together with the current world state to select the next action
is part of most active search systems. Realizing this interplay between sensing and
acting is far from trivial as the following points need to be addressed:
• How to build a prior for the active visual search task that reflects the state
of the world?
• What are the search actions that constitutes a plausible and efficient search
plan?
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These design questions are of great importance to the performance of the system.
We will show how a prior can be modeled, computed and utilized by an autonomous
robot searching for an object in an unknown world.
Research focusing on the computation of the aforementioned prior appeared in
the literature as early as 1976. Garvey presented an implementation of a vision
system capable of finding objects in scenes by making use of certain assumptions
about the semantic scene structure [22]. One example of a search run is given where
the target object is a telephone. The system realizes that due to the small size of
the target object, searching the whole image would be wasteful. Instead the system
plans to search for a table first and then searches in the image region that corresponds to the table top for the telephone. The usage of prior knowledge discussed
at length by Bajcsy and Tsotsos and realized in this system permits efficient reduction of the search space. Garvey calls this type of search indirect search. Wixson
et al. provides quantitative results by comparing two search strategies, with and
without indirect search for the same task [23]. Their findings indicate that indirect
search greatly improves search efficiency.
The role of priors in humans when performing visual search has been investigated by Biederman et al. [24]. The paper describes an experiment in which the
participants are required to search for a named object in different scenes. In some
scenes the target object appeared to violate one or more of the following assumptions:
1. Support assumption: objects do not appear to float in scenes
2. Interposition assumption: foreground objects occlude the background
3. Probability assumption: objects do not appear in unlikely scenes, e.g. a car
in a kitchen scene.
4. Position assumption: objects appear in certain positions in scenes, e.g. a car
on a roadway.
5. Size assumption: objects have known average sizes.
In order to quantify the effect of these assumptions on human visual perception,
247 images of everyday scenes were shown to 42 participants. After each scene,
the participants were asked to report if the target object was present or not. The
objective of this experiment was to investigate if violation of world prior knowledge
results in degradation of performance on the task [25]. The results indicated that
when the target object violated one of the assumptions, the false negative rate
increased to almost 60% from the base line rate of 23% for scenes with no violation.
Relating Garvey’s vision system to Biederman’s experiments, we can say that
planning to search for a telephone by looking for a table first makes use of the
support, probability and size assumptions. Telephones do not float in the air, the
are likely to be found on tables and are small and hard to detect at a distance.
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In a series of papers by Ye and colleagues, the first approaches to AVS are introduced as computing the next best view to move the camera to [26, 27]. A probability
distribution over the 3D space (PΨ (X) introduced in problem formulation) is assumed to be given and is tessellated into identically sized cells. Each cell contains
the occupancy information as a binary state and the probability of the center of
the target object being in this cell. Knowing the field of view of the camera, the
probability mass covered by each view can be computed by summing over the probabilities of cells that are located in the field of view. This probability sum can be an
measure of how good a certain view is for locating the searched object. In order to
pick the next best view, a number of candidate view positions are sampled from the
free space and the system greedily picks the view which has the highest probability
sum. In the telephone search example, after finding the table, the view with the
highest probability would include the table-top. The quality of the selected views
clearly depends on the spatial probability distribution. The recent state-of-the-art
visual search system from the same authors, [28] employs a similar strategy to
object search using the humanoid robot ASIMO in a 4m×4m×1.5m search space.
In parallel, [29] uses a probability map to guide the search and determine where to
move, in a similar fashion to [26]. The authors present a SIFT-based method to
find and estimate the 6DoF pose of a target object.
[30] presents an object detection method that can be used to compute likely
positions for a given object in an image. The method is based on receptive field cooccurrence histograms (RFCH), which combines several descriptor responses into
a histogram representation. The authors use this as a first step in analyzing an
image with the result of a few points in the image where the object is likely to
be at. Then the system zooms into these areas and searches at a finer scale. The
authors present a mobile robot system for searching for objects in multiple rooms
of an office floor. However the map and the location to search from are known a
priori as in [31].
Similarly to [30] the idea of first finding object hypotheses with a fast visual
algorithm and then zooming into likely object locations to perform more expensive computation is revisited by [32]. The object search task is divided into three
separate sequential steps. First, the mobile robot system explores the environment
to build an occupancy map. In the second step, the robot attempts to cover the
environment as much as possible, this time with its peripheral cameras. During
this step object hypotheses are computed based on depth from stereo and spectral
residual saliency described in [33].
The method described in [31] utilizes object-object co-occurrence probabilities
as a way to shape the prior on the object location over the search space. The map
of the environment is fully known a priori. The system then plans a path in the
map, that once traversed by the robot, has a high probability of spotting the object.
The sequence of images while the robot is traveling along this path is analyzed to
find the target object. The system is evaluated with 3 objects: chair, bicycle and
monitor. The biggest limitation of the system is the assumption of a known map
and previously detected objects scattered throughout the whole environment.
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More recently, Velez et al. [34] presents a method that models the correlations
between observations as opposed to ambitiously attempting to model the entire
environment with its semantics. The observation model also takes into account the
movement cost, an often neglected aspect of active perception. Furthermore, in
contrast to most previous work, the subsequent observations are not assumed to be
independent. This allows the robot to move to poses where the detection results
will benefit the most according to the observation model. The authors present
experimental runs in simulation and on a real robot with promising results that
shows a clear advantage of employing active perception.
The authors of [35] have shown a similar system in which a method for place
labeling is used to bootstrap the search. As [31] this approach also uses the semantics of the environment to make the search more efficient. Simulation experiments
of search indicate that making use of the environment semantics results in fewer
analyzed views compared to an uninformed coverage based search strategy.
The above methods provide different ways of constructing priors with various
assumptions about the initial state of the robot and the environment. As stated
earlier, another important point of an active perception system is the need to plan
what sensing or moving actions are required to achieve the task. This is generally called view planning [36], requiring constant monitoring of the world and
re-planning if necessary. We will now focus on the literature that deals with this
aspect of the visual object search problem.
In its simplest form we can think of the view planning problem as covering a
certain search space with sensors that have limited field of view. Often, minimizing
the number of sensing actions and movement cost is desirable for increased search
efficiency. Art gallery algorithms deal with this exact problem: Given a 2D polygon
representing an art gallery (the search environment) and a limited amount of guards
(viewpoints from which part of the environment is visible) to protect the artworks,
what is the best way to place guards so as to cover the polygon fully? This problem
has been extensively researched in the computational geometry literature [37]. An
extensive introduction to the topic and surveys of the results can be found in [38, 37]
and more recently in [39] for mobile guards.
A number of researchers adopted the algorithms from the art gallery literature
to mobile robotics. [40, 41] present a randomized art gallery algorithm for mobile
robots that are tasked with covering an environment. [42] presents a heuristics
based method to find an object in a 2D polygon world. In a follow up work the
authors present a sampling based algorithm similar to [40] to find an object in a 3D
environment [43]. Such coverage based solutions provide an accurate description of
the problem when the sensing capabilities of the robot are deemed noise-free and
the world state is assumed to be completely known.
In a typical robotics scenario, there are uncertainties associated with sensing and
action. Therefore, some recent papers tackled the problem by drawing inspiration
from the planning literature. Hollinger et al. applies a POMDP planner to the
problem of object search with single or multiple searchers [44]. In order to model
the object search problem as a POMDP, the continuous 3D search space needs to
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be discretized carefully. This is due to the high computational complexity of most
state-of-the-art POMDP solvers. As an example, a relatively small environment of
dimensions 10m×10m×3m tessellated into 10cm sized cubes would result in 3 · 105
dimensional belief states which would pose a serious challenge for most planning
algorithms. For this reason, the authors discretize an entire simulated office building
floor into 69 rooms as possible object locations. They make the assumption that
whenever the robot and the object are in the same room, the object is detected.
This is a big simplification of detecting an object with a camera since the task
of finding an object in a place as big as a room involves many difficulties such as
calculating a good viewing position, dealing with occlusions and detecting objects
that appear small in the image. The authors provide simulation results and a proofof-concept implementation where a mobile robot is tasked to find cups in an already
known environment with known search positions that the robot may choose to stop
and take a picture from.
Similar to [30], [45] presents a approach where a mobile robot attempts to detect
as many objects as possible in an environment of known size but with unknown
obstacles. The system uses SIFT features to detect object candidates and then
employs what the authors call a verification planning algorithm to confirm the
presence of objects for these candidates. Further, [46] presents early results on
modeling the search problem as a constrained Markov decision process (MDP).
The planning problem is constrained in the sense that the authors allow a certain
amount of time during which the robot has to detect as many objects as possible.
The results, shown in simulation, indicate the plausibility of the approach.
Recent work in [47] and [48] investigate the usage of RFID sensors for the object
search problem. Although visual search poses challenges such as illumination and
viewpoint changes and object detection that RFID sensors do not suffer from,
RFID antennas also have limited field of view. The system presented in [47]
searches for certain product shelves in a supermarket setting. The environment is
represented as a connectivity graph. The method exploits the default knowledge
about supermarkets in that related products are stored in nearby shelves. The
authors compare their results to human search performance measured in path length
during search. [48] coins the term RF vision for building and analyzing images of
the environment where each pixel represents the signal strength of a certain RFID
tag in the corresponding direction. This image is used to infer the 3D location
of the target object by the fusion of three sensory modalities: an RF antenna, a
low resolution camera and a tilting laser scanner. The authors describe a method
to fetch an object tagged with an RFID tag from an signal strength image of the
scene.
The idea of extracting background knowledge on objects and human living
spaces from existing data resources such as the Internet in order to find objects in
large environments has recently seen interest in a series of papers [49, 50]. The authors describe a method, ObjectEval, that combines human supervision and learned
background knowledge in order to compute a utility function for the object search
task. This is in line with the author’s earlier work on applications such as under-
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standing natural route descriptions [51] and grounding spatial symbols in sensory
data [52], all relevant competences for a mobile robot that can search for objects.
The authors in [53] present an object search system which utilizes background
knowledge about typical object locations in indoor environments. The search locations in the map are assumed to be known in advance and the robot picks the
order to visit these locations to find the object.

Prior W. State

Knowledge Rep. Scenario

Actions / Planning

[28]
X
•
◦
•
X
X
-

[29]
X
X
•
◦
•
X
X
-

[30]
X
◦
◦
◦
X
-

[32]
•
◦
•
X
X
-

[31]
X
X
X
◦
•
◦
X
X
-

[35]
X
◦
◦
•
X
X
-

[53]
X
X
◦
•
◦
X
-

[43]
X
◦
◦
◦
X
-

[44]
X
◦
◦
◦
X
X
-

[45]
X
•
◦
◦
X
X
X
X
X

[47]
X
X
X
•
•
•
X
X
X
X
X
X

[48]
X
X
•
◦
◦
X
-

this work
X
X
X
•
•
•
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 2.1: Table comparing approaches to object search with mobile robots. Legend: ◦- Given before the search started,
•- Acquired during the search process.

Large-scale space
Realistic real-world environment
Quant. eval. of search method
Environment map
Object information
Place information
Object-object relation
Object-place relation
Place-place relation
Automatic viewpoint estimation
Planning multiple steps ahead
Optimal plan (POMDP)
Autonomous exploration
Exploration vs exploitation
Goal-directed exploration
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Analysis of the Problem

We can think of the active search problem as a decision process with a goal state
and a set of actions that can take the robot from the current to the goal state. Since
our observations are inaccurate and stochastic, one can formulate the problem as
a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [54]. In a POMDP, a
probability distribution over the set of possible world states is modeled instead of
directly representing the true state since the latter is not directly observable. This
is called a belief state. The solution to a POMDP is a policy which specifies the
optimal action at any belief state. The optimality comes at the price of computational complexity since the dimensionality of the POMDP belief state space is
equal to the number of possible world states.
Let’s first analyze the problem as in [28], assuming a fully explored search environment and overlaying a 3D grid on the entire map, each grid cell holding the
probability of the target being there. In that case, the number of states is equal to
the number of target positions in the 3D grid. As part of the POMDP formulation,
we define one action which is moving the camera to a certain position and orientation and performing sensing and recognition in a single cell. The observations
correspond to the outcome of the recognition algorithm, i.e. presence or absence of
the target.
This leads to a computationally challenging formulation. The environment in
the experimental evaluation in this thesis is 33 m × 12 m with roughly 3 m from
floor to ceiling. Even with a large cell size of e.g. 0.1 m cube, this results in 1.2 · 106
cells. As discussed in the context of object search in [44], most general POMDP
solvers can handle number of states in the order of thousands, i.e., several orders
of magnitude lower. Additionally, such an approach requires a perfectly consistent
3D mapping framework and knowing the full extent of the world. Relaxing the
fully explored world assumption and searching in a partially explored environment
necessitates a new exploration action in addition to the search action. Deciding
when to search and explore and reasoning about the outcome of an exploration
action adds to the computational complexity.
A naive cell-by-cell search strategy would be extremely time consuming. A
common way to reduce the search space when searching for objects is to limit the
search to only occupied regions in space. In [28], the search space is limited to
areas around a known table and shelf, while in [55] and more recently in [27] only
regions of space where a laser scanner detects obstacles are used. In our example,
such a method would reduce the number of cells from 1.2 · 106 to 8 · 104 . Assuming
that the camera has a 45◦ opening angle and it needs to be located no more than 2
meters from the object for reliable detection, 3 · 104 views are required to cover the
space. This corresponds to approximately 12 hours of search, assuming that each
view (including motion of the robot) takes 5 seconds and the object is found half
way through the search. This is prohibitively slow for most realistic applications.
In order to make the search practical, we must find an heuristic that guides
the search more efficiently than only using obstacles. We can get inspiration by
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analyzing human behavior. In a specific environment and when looking for a specific
object, we would rely on detailed instance models, e.g. Patric’s mug is likely to be
located on Patric’s desk. A robot assistant could gather similar statistics over time.
In this work we assume an unknown environment. Therefore, we cannot use any
specific knowledge about the objects therein. However, most humans tasked with
finding a mug in an unknown environment would still not use exhaustive search.
We would make use of very strong, domain unspecific priors for the location likely
to contain the object. For example, we know from experience that there is a strong
correlation between mugs and kitchens. Instead of looking for the mug exhaustively
in the floor of a building, we would first search for a kitchen. This can be generalized
to exploiting spatial correlations between object categories and room categories.
We argue that efficient search in human environments should make use of such
knowledge, as in [31, 35].
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that we consider exploration of unknown
space as part of the problem. That is, we want to find an object without knowing
the entire extent of the environment being searched. This requires a principled way
of trading exploration of the unknown against search of what is already known.
In order to exploit semantic information, the system needs to be able to reason,
not only about the semantic spatial concepts associated with objects in the already
explored part of the environment, but also about what might lay ahead.
In the next sections, we will present the design of our active search system based
on this analysis, first focusing on search space modeling and pruning, and then on
actions and control.

2.5

Modeling space

As pointed out above, the ability to reduce the search space is crucial for practical
applications. We choose to deal with this problem by directing the search towards
locations that are likely to contain the object.
Indoor environments are typically organized into rooms, each fulfilling a specific
function of everyday life. At the same time, the category of a room is often strongly
correlated with the actions afforded by the objects found therein (e.g. a book is
more likely to be found in offices rather than in kitchens). We argue that rooms are
an important spatial concept for efficiently pruning large amounts of search space in
typical indoor environments3 . Our idea is to exploit the correlation between room
category and objects as part of the semantics of the environment. Rooms have
frequently been used in the past as nodes in topological representations [57, 58, 59].
Here we make use of rooms as a means to implement a divide-and-conquer strategy
for the object search. Once a decision to search a room is made, the system can
then analyze the room through a more detailed search, involving view planning by
calculating where exactly to move the camera in this smaller part of the search
3 We note that rooms as defined here do not have to have physical boundaries such as walls
and doors as demonstrated in [56]
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space. Our assumption, which will be confirmed by the experimental evaluation, is
that the cost of classification of rooms is more than compensated by the benefits.
Since we assume no initial knowledge of the specific environment in which the
robot operates, the categories of rooms found in the environment have to be inferred
based on observations acquired by the robot during the search. As we will explain
in the next section in more detail, this allows us to reason about object presence in
the known and unknown parts of space, by combining different types of observations
(e.g. of objects and room appearance) and predicting existence of rooms of certain
categories even in unexplored space.

Modeling the Search Space on the Environment Scale
Our modeling of the search space is as follows. On the large scale (e.g. a whole
building floor containing multiple rooms), we represent the search space as an
undirected graph called the place map. The nodes of the graph correspond to
discrete places in the environment and are created at equal intervals as the robot
moves. Edges in the graph represent direct paths between places. Together, places
and paths represent the topology of the environment. An example of a place map
is shown in Figure 2.5.
The places in the place map are further grouped into rooms by detecting doors
in the environment. In addition, unexplored parts of the environment are represented in the place map using hypothetical places called placeholders defined in the
boundary between free and unknown space in the metric map [60, 61]. Both places
and placeholders are associated with beliefs about room categories estimated based
on the available knowledge about the explored part of the environment. To assist
in deciding which room to search or which placeholder to explore, we estimate two
probability distributions related to object presence in the already discovered rooms
and in unexplored space:
oi
• p(Oroji |θ), Os,r
∈{0, 1} - distribution indicating whether an object of the catj
egory oi exists in not yet searched area of one of the known rooms rj , derived
from all the observations θ collected by the robot up to this point.
oi
• p(Ohoij |θ), Os,h
∈{0, 1} - distribution indicating whether an object of the catej
gory oi exists in a potential new room which can be discovered after exploring
in the direction of placeholder hj , derived from all the observations θ collected
by the robot up to this point.

As noted previously, in order to calculate the above, we exploit the relationship
between the room category and object presence of a certain category. Therefore, we
calculate two types of room category probabilities, for explored and yet unexplored
space:
C
• p(Crj |θ), Crj ∈{ck }N
k=1 - distribution over room categories (for NC categories
in total) for a given known room rj and all the observations θ that the robot
gathered up to this point.
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Figure 2.2: (a) A place map with several places and placeholders shown as large
circular discs and 3 detected doors shown as smaller discs. The places have circular
pins at the center of discs and placeholders have rectangular pins. Colors on discs
indicate the probability of a place being in a room of a certain category in the form
of a pie chart. Here green is corridor, red is kitchen and blue is office. (b) The start
of a search run where two placeholders are detected with different probabilities of
leading into new rooms of certain categories. The size of the color indicates the
probability that the placeholder leads to a new room of a certain category (grey
represent the case that there is no new room). One of them is behind a door
hypothesis therefore having a higher probability of leading into a new room.
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• p(Chcij |θ), Chcij ∈{0, 1} - distribution indicating whether the placeholder hj
leads to a new room of the category ci upon exploration. The knowledge
about unexplored space is derived from all the observations θ gathered by
the robot in the explored part of space.

This information can be used to decide whether to explore one placeholder
instead of another or simply perform fine-grained search for an object in one of the
previously discovered rooms. A visualization of the distributions is presented in
Figure 2.2.

Assigning Probabilities
In order to calculate the aforementioned probability distributions for the partially
explored environment we used the probabilistic semantic mapping framework recently proposed in [4]. Though the specific semantic mapping framework is not a
contribution of this chapter, we will explain it briefly so that the presentation in
this chapter is self-contained.
The joint distribution representing the dependencies between object categories
and room categories for known rooms is modeled as a probabilistic chain graph
model [62]. This is due to the complex relationships between the entities in semantic
maps. As an example, while we can assume to have a causal relationship between
the shape of a room and it’s category (if a room is determined to be elongated
from sensory data, then it’s likely to be a corridor), room-room connections in
the graph may not have such one way causality (rooms connected in topology
effects each other’s categories both ways). Chain graphs are deemed as a suitable
representation to describe these relationships, as well as the underlying topological
nature of the world in one probabilistic representation. The structure of the graph
model is presented in Figure 2.3 and is adapted at run-time according to the state
of the underlying topological map.
The semantic mapping framework relies on several properties or attributes of
space obtained from various modalities. Those properties characterize each of the
places and contribute to the knowledge about room categories. We use the following
properties in our implementation: geometrical room shape and size obtained from
laser range data and general room appearance captured by a camera. In the chain
graph model shown in Figure 2.3, the values of those properties are represented
as a set of variables (SHpi , SIpi , Api ) for shape, size and appearance properties
respectively. These properties are generated for each newly discovered place as the
robot moves through the environment.
The spatial property variables for all places in a single room rj are connected to
a random variable Crj representing the functional category of the room. The relations between place properties and room categories (psh (SHpi |Crj ), psi (SIpi |Crj ),
pa (Api |Crj )) are derived from the default knowledge. The shape, size and appearance properties can be observed by the robot in the form of features extracted
directly from the robot’s sensory input. The links between observations and the
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Figure 2.3: Structure of the chain graph model representing the search space at
the large scale. The vertices represent random variables. The edges represent the
directed and undirected probabilistic relationships between the random variables.
The textured vertices indicate observations that correspond to sensed evidence.

place property variables are quantified by categorical models of sensory information
implemented using Support Vector Machines [4].
Additionally, for each room, there is a set of variables representing the presence
of a certain set of objects of each category in the already searched space inside
o
the room (Oroj1 , . . . , OrjNo , Oroji ∈ N0 ) (e.g. for reasoning about finding another
cup in a kitchen, after having found one cup.). Those variables are linked to the
corresponding room category variable Crj . This relation represents the default
knowledge about canonical object locations (e.g. that a coffee machine is likely to
be found in a kitchen). The values of the object variables are directly observed
and set to a certain value depending on the number of objects of a certain category
detected in the room.
Finally, the potential functions φrc (Cri , Crj ) describe knowledge about typical
connectivity of two rooms of certain categories (e.g. that kitchens are more likely
to be connected to corridors than to other kitchens). Those connections propagate
semantic knowledge between rooms represented in the topological map.
The default knowledge about room connectivity, shapes, sizes and appearances
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was acquired by analyzing annotated databases typically used for experiments with
place categorization [4]. The databases consist of floor plans and images captured
in various environments labeled with room categories as well as values of spatial
properties (shape, size, general appearance). The conditional probability distributions poi (Oroji |Crj ) relating the number of objects (Oroji ∈ N0 ) of a certain object
category oi present in an already searched part of a room, rj , to the category of
rj (Crj ) are represented using Poisson distributions (e.g. the probability of finding another cup in a kitchen after having searched for one). The rationale behind
this is that each occurrence of a certain object category in a room is conditionally
independent from each other, with an expected total number of objects for that
room category. The Poisson distribution allows us to model the expected number
of object occurrences in a room through its parameter λ:
poi (k|cj ) =

(βλoi ,cj )k e−βλoi ,cj
.
k!

(2.1)

The parameter k is the actual number of object occurrences that we are interested
in (e.g. what is the probability of finding two books in this room?) and β indicates
the percentage of the room already searched by the robot (e.g. half of the room). In
our model, λoi ,cj is estimated separately for each object type and functional room
category. It is calculated from the probability of existence of an object of the type
oi in a room of category cj obtained from common-sense knowledge databases. The
process is first bootstrapped using a part of the Open Mind Indoor Common Sense
database4 from which potential pairs of objects and their locations are extracted.
Those pairs are then used to to generate ‘obj in the loc’ queries to an online image
search engine. The number of returned hits is then used to obtain the probability
value. More details about this approach can be found in [63]. Once the probability
of existence of an object of a specific
P∞ type in a room of a specific category is obtained,
the λoi ,cj is calculated so that k=1 poi (k|cj ) is equal to that probability.
Given observations of some of the objects and properties of space for the explored
part of the environment, the distribution p(Crj |θ) over room categories of a room
rj can simply be calculated by marginalizing over all other variables in the chain
graph model. Below we describe the models used for reasoning about unsearched
and unexplored parts of the environment.

Reasoning about Unsearched Parts of the Environment
Given the model built for the explored and searched part of the environment, we
can now use it to reason about the presence of objects and rooms in yet unsearched
or unexplored space behind a placeholder. To this end, the chain graph model is
extended in two ways.
First for the unsearched space, as shown in Figure 2.4, we add a set of varioNo
o1
oi
ables Os,r
, . . . , Os,r
j , Os,rj ∈{0, 1} which allow us to reason about the presence of
j
4 http://openmind.hri-us.com/
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Figure 2.4: Examples of extensions of the search space model permitting reasoning
about unexplored space behind placeholder located in room 1.
objects of various types in unsearched parts of known rooms. The distributions
oi
ps,oi (Os,r
|Crj ) are represented in a very similar fashion to Eq. 2.1, however this
j
time focusing on the remaining, unsearched portion of space 1 − β. Since, in order
to direct the search, we are only interested in the presence of at least one instance
oi
of the object, ps,oi (Os,r
|Crj ) simplifies to:
j
oi
ps,oi (Os,r
=1|Crj =cl ) = 1 − e−(1−β)λoi ,cl .
j

(2.2)

oi
Then, the probability p(Os,r
|θ) is obtained by marginalizing over all the other
j
variables in the chain graph model.
Second, in order to reason about unexplored space behind a placeholder, we
hypothesize potential room configurations in the topological map of the environment. For each configuration, we extend the chain graph from the room in which
the placeholder exists with variables representing categories of hypothesized rooms.
Then, the categories of the hypothesized rooms are calculated by performing inference on the chain graph and the probability of existence of a new room of a certain
category behind the placeholder is obtained by summing over the room category
inference results for all possible configurations.
In our system we consider three hypotheses5 : (1) placeholder leads to a single
new room; (2) placeholder leads to a new room connected to another new room;
(3) placeholder does not lead to a new room. For the cases (1) and (2) we extend
the chain graph model, as shown in Figure 2.4, by adding additional room category
variables CrX , CrY and CrZ connected to the variable representing category of the
room in which the placeholder is located. The probability of there being a new room
5 These are based on the observation that in typical indoor environments you can reach most
rooms in two steps thanks to ”connector rooms” like corridors
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of a certain category ci behind the placeholder hj is then calculated as follows:
p(Chcij =1|θ) = p(rh1 j ) p(CrX =ci |θ) +
X
+ p(rh2 j )
p(CrY =cy , CrZ =cz |θ),

(2.3)

y=i∨z=i

where p(rh1 j ) and p(rh2 j ) are priors assigned to each of the hypotheses. If we assign
equal prior to the case (1) and (2), it is sufficient to calculate a probability of the
placeholder leading to at least one room (p(rhj )). This can be estimated as follows:
p(rhj ) = p(hhj )(1 − p(dhj )) + p(dhj ), where p(hhj ) denotes the probability that
the placeholder hj leads to another placeholder and thus potentially to another
room and p(dhj ) is the probability of there being a doorway behind the placeholder
obtained from a door detector. The value p(hhj ) can be estimated from the amount
of open space in the direction of the placeholder estimated from the laser range data.
The outcome can be seen in Fig. 2.5.

Modeling the Search Space on the Room Scale
We maintain a 3D metric map for each room which supports viewpoint selection
for object search as well as obstacle avoidance and path planning. This map is
represented as a 3D grid consisting of equally sized grid cells. Each cell holds the
occupancy information and the probability of the target object being in this cell as
in [26].
The sum of the probability value of all the cells given a room comes from the
chain graph model, namely the estimated value of p(Oroji |θ) described earlier. The
total probability is uniformly distributed over all occupied cells as possible locations
for the target object’s center point, see Fig 2.5. This way we connect the object
probabilities at the place map to the finer 3D metric representation of the same
space.
Furthermore, changes in this 3D spatial probability distribution should also
influence the probabilities in the place map. As an example, processing a viewpoint
inside a room without finding an object reduces the probability values of the cells
that are visible from this viewpoint. This change needs to be reflected in the place
map as well since the decision making algorithms need to operate on the place map
level and not at the fine grained 3D map level, for reasons discussed in Section 2.4.
To this end, as explained previously, we introduce the term β to the chain
graph model which represents the ratio of the space searched by the robot in a
room. By updating this value accordingly during the search process, the system
can reason about the trade-off between continuing to search the current room or
execute another action such as exploration or search in another location.
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Figure 2.5: (a) The robot during a search run in a room (b) Corresponding 3D
map of the room built by the robot, where green areas represent obstacles. (c)
The spatial probability distribution over 3D space shown in purple, where occupied
regions of space has a likelihood of containing the object. (d) Three viewpoints
computed for this room is shown.

2.6

Experiments

Experiments took place in a 33m×12m environment with 18 different rooms of
which 16 are offices, 1 is kitchen and the remaining room is a meeting room connected by a corridor. The mobile robot platform utilized is a Pioneer III wheeled
robot, equipped with a Hokuyo URG laser scanner, a Microsoft Kinect camera and
a higher resolution camera mounted at 1.4 m above the floor.
The robot had models of all objects it searches for before each search run. Three
different objects are used during experiments; cerealbox, stapler and coffee mug
(Fig. 2.7). The default knowledge indicates that the cerealbox is mostly expected
to be in a kitchen, the stapler in office rooms and the coffee mug can be almost in
any room in the environment except corridor.

Experimental setup
It is generally very hard to obtain ground truth data on the task of searching for
objects in large environments for quantitative analysis of the system. There are sev-
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Figure 2.6: Search trajectories resulted with the method presented in this work in
an environment with three rooms.
eral reasons for this. First, there are no established datasets as the active nature of
the problem makes this hard and there are no well established simulation environments in the literature in order to compare the few systems that are designed to
search for objects in large scale environments. Second, in the absence of a benchmark dataset for visual search tasks, different systems need be evaluated under the
same conditions (e.g. same environment, same objects and object placements) for
a meaningful comparison of results.
We have implemented a method for comparison, later referred to as uninformed
search, which doesn’t make use of the semantics of the environment. With uninformed search, we aim to recreate the greedy search strategy employed in the
most recent the state-of-the-art systems on active visual search such as [28], [27]
and [29]. In this case the robot, at each newly discovered room, first explores
the room’s extent and calculates viewpoints that covers the entire room. The robot
then proceeds to process each viewpoint one by one, in a greedy fashion. The search
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Figure 2.7: Objects used in the experiments.

continues until the object is found or there are no room left that aren’t searched.
Furthermore, we also compare our method to a human performing the active
visual search task. We believe this provides a gold standard on testing the efficiency.
The idea of comparing an object search method against human participants has
been explored recently in [47]. Our work differs in that we let the human remote
control the robot and perceive the environment using the same sensors as the robot.
Finally, we have implemented the method proposed in this work, later referred
to as informed search, that uses the semantics of the environment to guide the
search task by using the actions and the spatial representation presented in this
work.
Our experiment setup is as follows. We invited 12 people to the Center for
Autonomous Systems (CAS) Laboratory. The participants are picked such that
they had not seen the test environment beforehand and were not familiar with this
work or robotics in general.
First, the target objects were shown to each participant from all view angles.
This corresponds to learning the object models in the system. Then, each participant is given a driving practice of steering the robot with a joystick at another
location, until they are comfortable in maneuvering the robot. The participants
passed certain tests which proved that they were able to drive the robot comfortably. This included moving between rooms and to designated places in the
environment. Once the participants were able to control the robot with ease using
the joystick, they then sat in front of a computer which displayed a live feed video
from robot’s cameras. The robot is placed in the test environment which is the
entire 6th floor of CAS. The participants were then asked to find one of the objects
with the starting point for the robot and the object location is picked randomly for
each run6 .
6 The cerealbox object was placed only in the kitchen, the stapler was placed in one of the office
or meeting rooms and coffee mug was placed in any of the rooms except corridor, commensurate
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After a participant has completed a run, we changed the location of the object
and asked the participant to perform another search task. This corresponds to the
case when the robot has a known map of the environment at the start of the search
task. For each of the human runs we have run informed and uninformed object
search methods in exactly the same conditions regarding robot’s starting position,
presence or absence of an a priori map and location of the target object. Repeating
this process for the three objects, in total this resulted in 108 real-world test runs
of an object search task for all three methods.

Search time (in minutes)

Trajectory length (in meters)

Quantitative experiments
Human
Informed Search
UnInformed Search

100
50
0

Unknown Map

Known Map

Human Search
Informed Search
UnInformed Search

40

20

0

Unknown Map

Known Map

Figure 2.8: (a) The average trajectory length and (b) average search time for
human, uninformed and informed search methods for both the unknown and known
map cases over 108 search runs.

with the default knowledge.
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Figure 2.9: Trajectories overlaid on the floorplan of the test environment from an
visual search run for the object cerealbox with unknown map. 2.6 is the trajectory
for one of the human runs, 2.6 is the trajectory taken by the method presented in
this work and 2.6 shows the trajectory of the uninformed search method.

We have recorded the search trajectory and time during runs for both the unknown map and known map cases. Figure 2.8 shows the average trajectory lengths
and search time for all three cases for both when the map is known a priori and
unknown. To compare with the robot performance, we have only considered instances where the object is successfully found by the robot. The uninformed search
is by far the most inefficient way of locating objects by traveling on average 112
meters. In contrast, with the use of semantics of the environment in order to guide
the object search, the robot nearly halves the total search trajectory length. As
expected, human runs have the shortest trajectory length. It is worth noting that
the difference between the human performance and the informed search is smaller
when the map is known. This shows that the method presented in this work can
utilize the already known information about space without additional algorithmic
or implementation changes.
The difference in trajectory length between the human and and the informed
search methods is approximately 25 meters in the unknown map case and 18 meters
in the known map case. The search strategy of human participants is the very
similar to the method presented in this chapter but humans are much better in
visual processing. Therefore we would expect that the search strategy and modeling
of the search space presented in this work would automatically benefit from better
visual processes in categorizing rooms and detecting objects in images.
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Looking at the object search task performance from the search time point of
view, we see a similar ordering in terms of the three methods tested. The differences
between the methods are larger than in the trajectory length case. The reason for
this is, moving more in the environment requires turns and twists which takes a
longer time that doesn’t manifest itself in the trajectory length metric. As can be
seen from the graph, in the uninformed search case, it approximately takes 36.4
minutes to find the target object for the unknown map case and 28.5 minutes for
the known map case. This is clearly an unacceptable time to wait for an intelligent
autonomous robot living in human spaces. On the other hand, by utilizing the
semantics of the environment as described in this work, on average we are able to
find the object on average 15.8 minutes in the unknown map case and 7.8 minutes
in the known map case. This is a huge gain in efficiency. As expected, in the known
map case, human participants were very adept at learning the environment. The
search time for the human participants for the unknown and known map cases were
8.55 minutes and 3.6 minutes respectively. We note that some of the difference in
time between the human and informed search is caused by humans navigating the
robot more expertly around obstacles than the autonomous navigation algorithm.
Figure 2.9 shows the trajectories of human, uninformed and informed search
methods from a single run. The target object is the cerealbox and the map is
unknown. The starting position for all of the runs is the same, the leftmost position
in the corridor indicated in Figure 2.9.
The search trajectory of the human participant is shown in Figure 2.6. At
the start of the search, the human participant steered the robot into the office
room. This was a commonly occurring behavior with most human participants.
We argue that the reason for this is that the participant first required some initial
information on the type of the environment. Upon realizing that the room is a
typical office room, and most likely all other office rooms in this floor look alike, the
participants typically have constructed their idea of what kind of an environment
this is, therefore what types of rooms they should anticipate. Therefore, for the
remaining part of the trajectory they only peeked through the doors of other rooms
to inquire its category, until they have found the kitchen room. The cerealbox object
was placed on a table in plain sight in the kitchen.
Figure 2.6 shows the search trajectory of the method presented in this work.
The robot here starts out in the corridor and by exploration it enters each room.
One difference between the human case is that, while humans can deduce a room’s
category by peeking through the doors, the robot has to enter the room and accumulate observations. However, after gathering evidence that the category of the
room is not what the planner expected, the robot continues with the exploration in
the corridor with the hopes of finding a kitchen room. As expected, the informed
search method traverses significantly less amount of trajectory compared to the
uninformed search method.
Finally, Figure 2.6 shows the uninformed search trajectory. As expected this
strategy covers the whole environment without making use of spatial characteristics
of the visited places. This results in a significantly less efficient search compared to
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other two methods.

Qualitative experiments
In order to show the adaptability of our system to different search conditions and
provide better understanding of typical search missions, we have also run our system
in a smaller, 3-room environment and logged the input/outputs and the resulting
trajectories. We have evaluated six different scenarios with different starting positions, object locations and map status (from completely unknown to partially
known at the start of search) each time. Figure 2.6 shows the search trajectory of
all the runs. The trajectories are color coded. The colors indicate robot’s room
category estimates for the current position; red, green, blue corresponds to kitchen,
corridor and office respectively. In the following we give a brief explanation for
what happened in the different runs:
• Fig. 2.6 Starts: corridor, Target: cerealbox in kitchen
The robot starts by exploring the first placeholder in the corridor. After this,
two more placeholders appear, one continuing in the corridor, the other on
the left behind a doorway. The latter placeholder has a higher probability of
leading into a kitchen due to it being nearer to the doorway and the robot
enters office1. The robot then starts exploring other placeholders appearing
in office1. After exploring the second placeholder in office1, the room category
of office1 is deemed as office. Since default knowledge indicates cerealboxes
are seldom in office rooms, the robot returns to exploring the corridor until
it finds the kitchen door and explores the placeholder near this door. This
time, exploration of kitchen goes without interruption since cerealboxes have
a high probability of being located in rooms with category kitchen. Finally,
the robot computes views in this room with the CalculateViews action.
After processing some view positions, the cerealbox object is found.
• Fig. 2.6 Starts: office2, Target: cerealbox in kitchen
Similar to Fig. 2.6, after exploring a few place holders, the robot does not
issue the search command in the current room, and continues with exploration
until it finds the corridor. Eventually, the robot finds the room kitchen and
the rest proceeds as in Fig. 2.6.
• Fig. 2.6 Starts: corridor Target: cerealbox in kitchen
The robot explores until it finds office2. Upon entry the robot categorizes
office2 as kitchen but after further exploration, office2 is categorized correctly.
As a result of this, the robot switches back to exploration and since the
kitchen door is closed, it passes the kitchen and finds office1. Similarly after
determining the category of office1 the robot sets out to explore more however
there are no more placeholders to explore therefore the search is stopped.
• Fig. 2.6 Starts: office1 Target:stapler in office2
The robot starts by exploring the current room and meanwhile categorizes
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the room correct as an office room. Since stapler has a high probability of
being in offices, the robot launches a search in this room. However the object
is placed in office2 and the robot fails to find the object. After failing to find
the object in office1 the robot continues with exploration, which it leads to
the corridor. The robot then finds the room kitchen but after realizing that
it is kitchen-like decides not to search the kitchen room and continue with
exploration still. The robot then finds the room office2. After determining the
category of this room, the robot launches a search and this time the stapler
object is found in office2.
• Fig. 2.6 Starts: kitchen Target: cerealbox in kitchen
As before, realizing that the current room is promising for cerealbox, the
robot calculates viewpoints in this room. After processing the views its visual
algorithms fails to detect the object. After processing all views, it finally goes
out in the corridor to look for another kitchen. However the environment is
fully explored and the search stops. This is a case where the search strategy
has successfully brought the object in the field of the view of the robot however
there was a failure in object detection.
• Fig. 2.6 Starts: corridor Target: stapler in office1
The robot is started in the corridor and driven to the kitchen by a joystick;
thus in this case the environment is largely explored already when the planner
is activated. The part of the corridor leading to office2 has been blocked
deliberately. By exploration, the robot finds its way to office1 and launches
a search which results in a successful detection of the target object.

Comparison to previous work
In this section we will compare our approach to those in previous work that are
closest to our work. In short, we will focus on three different lines of work [26,
29], [32] and [31]. We note that a quantitative comparison is not possible since it
is either not possible to recreate the exact search environments that these works
have produced their results, obtain the same target objects or search conditions.
Therefore we will aim to give an extensive discussion on how the method described
in this work presents a contribution in the light of these works.
The pioneering work by Tsotsos et al. in active visual search with mobile robots
introduced the first ideas on view planning in 3D space with a moving agent and
a spatial probability distribution defined over the search space [26]. In later work
from the same authors, the environment is assumed to be unknown in advance as
it is in this work [27]. The robot exhaustively covers the search space in this work
until the object is found or the whole environment is covered. A very recent visual
search system presented [29] uses a similar greedy search strategy. The uninformed
search method implemented and evaluated in this work approximates to this type of
search. As shown, such a method is highly inefficient for the search space and target
objects depicted in this work. In contrast, we utilize semantics of the environment
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to prune the search space and guide the search towards the more promising areas
of the search space.
The system described in [32] takes on a different approach by first identifying
candidate positions in the search environment that have visual features similar to
that of the target object. After this first step, the robot then revisits each of these
positions to run a more computationally expensive and powerful object recognition
algorithm. While this approach exploits the visual similarity, it still first needs to
cover the whole space in order to generate candidate locations. In our case, this
would mean exploring the entire floor which would be prohibitively costly from a
task completion point of view.
Finally the work by [31] is closest to our work in the sense that environment
semantics are utilized to guide the search. In this case, object-object co-occurrence
properties are exploited in order to compute paths in the environment that leads to
the target object. In order to accomplish this, the environment is first explored and
various objects are discovered. These objects later indicate where the target object
might be in the environment. As an example if the robot is looking for a chair
then an area where there are lots of tables can be a good candidate place. A path
is computed to this area. There is no view planning involved, the target object is
deemed found if the images while traversing the path contains the said object. In
comparison, our method doesn’t rely on first exploring and discovering a dense set
of objects in the environment. Instead we utilize default knowledge about object
locations and room categories (e.g. cerealbox is likely to be found in the kitchen)
to guide the search.

2.7

Conclusion on the proposed AVS system

In this chapter, we have used the AVS application as a vehicle to investigate how
spatial structure can aid the performance of challenging tasks in robotics. Active
visual search in large environments remains an unsolved problem with recently
increasing interest. By exploiting the inherent structure in the environment, we
have proposed a search strategy that allows for efficient active visual search in
large unknown environments that can handle all of the following points for the first
time in the literature:
• Large search spaces at the scale of building floors
• Unknown or partially known map
• Visual search with a limited field-of-view camera in a 3D real-world environment
We have argued that by exploiting the semantics of the environment, a search
strategy that effectively reduces the search space, allowing the otherwise intractable
search problem to be solved, can be devised. To accomplish this, we have demonstrated how to build and use uncertain environment semantics in order to efficiently
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search for objects. Further, we have proposed a way of dealing with unexplored environments by reasoning about possible worlds in the same spatial model. We define
search actions that allow efficient search over the whole environment by taking full
advantage of this model of the search space. We show that this set of actions allow a
flexible search system that can handle different starting positions and environments
with ease. We have compared the search method proposed in this work to two other
methods. First, we have implemented the greedy coverage-based search method,
similar to current state-of-the-art methods, where no semantic information is utilized. Second, we have carefully designed human search experiments, which would
arguably be the most efficient and successful object search system in the world
currently. We compared the trajectory length and time. Our results show that the
proposed method significantly outperforms greedy search and using semantics of
the environment, an object search task can be done much more efficiently.

2.8

Lessons learned: Are we making use of spatial
structure enough?

Figure 2.10: An image frame captured while a mobile robot enters a kitchen.
The goal of the work behind this chapter was to pick a challenging task in order to gain more insight about the questions laid out in Chapter 1. The proposed
improvements on the AVS problem by using the semantics of man-made environments encourages us to determine more areas where exploiting structure can help.
As a result of devising and building such a system we have noticed two ideas where
spatial structure is underutilized spanning both the small scale (e.g. in a single
image or a scene) and large scale (e.g. an entire building floor).
First, imagine the case in figure 2.10, where a mobile robot looking for a coffee
mug enters a kitchen. In this scene, we can clearly see a table and focusing on the
table we can spot the white coffee mug, however currently state of the art AVS
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methods such as the system presented in this chapter are far from this level of
performance. In this case, since the white mug is hard to spot, depending on the
parameters of the recognition algorithm, one would either get a detection on the
object but at the cost of a high number of false positives or no detection at all.
On the other end of the scale, if the parameters are tuned to have a higher true
positive rate instead, we would miss the object completely. However, looking at
the scene, even though the object itself is hard to spot, we can still clearly see the
table, the floor and the walls as well as the chairs. From common-sense, we can
know that coffee mugs don’t just appear to be glued to walls and back of chairs
and they seldom appear to be on the floor or near the ceiling height. Armed with
all these priors, looking at the image, we know where the coffee mug should be at,
if there’s one indeed in this image. Then, we can either focus in those parts of the
scene or move ourselves to have a closer look at the table top. These are all useful
priors based on the inherent structure of indoors that we have become accustomed
with.
In an embodied robotic system 7 equipped with various sensors we would expect
such prior information to help in detection of objects. We think this is a case where
structure about the world can greatly help in improving the understanding of these
type of scenes.
Second, imagine the case where we enter a new building looking for a meeting
room. Although we were not in this particular environment before, we would know
that corridors connect rooms to each other, there’s probably only a few meeting
rooms and not more than there are offices, and that they are typically in the middle
of a floor and not in a remote corner of the building. Most often we assume that
these assumptions are safe to make, as the structure of indoors at the floor level
indicates they mostly hold true. In the rare occasion that they aren’t, we can
always fall back on exhaustive strategies. Not only being true, but such priors help
us getting to the meeting room much faster than randomly walking around.
Similarly, coming to a robotics setting, imagine a robot tasked with finding
an object. The robot starts in a single room as was the case in AVS application
presented in this chapter, aiming to find the kitchen to search for an object. At this
point we should ask ourselves: How does the robot know that rooms are typically
connected with corridors to each other, and there’s typically one kitchen on a floor
which can be reached by following the corridor, but not ten? How can we equip
our robots with a deeper understanding of indoor environments?
Currently, to the best of our knowledge, no system exploits such crucial information about how indoor environments are configured. However we posit that there’s
inherent structure in how indoor environments are configured at large scales, i.e.
how rooms and building floors are laid out. We think that discovering and ex7 What we want to emphasize here is that, a robot is a physical entity and not a bodiless
sensor in the sky. We can in advance know what is up and down, the height of which a camera
is mounted at and its pose in the relative frame of the robot among other things. Therefore, we
should use all the benefits of being an embodied system.
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ploiting structure in man-made environments at the large scale is very beneficial to
autonomous robots and has escaped the attention of robotics thus far.
In the next chapters, we will thoroughly analyze methods for discovering, modeling and exploiting structure in man-made environments across multiple scales and
modalities.

Chapter 3

Modeling and exploiting local 3D
geometry for predicting object
locations in indoor scenes
As we have established in the previous chapter, locating everyday objects in indoor
environments is the prerequisite of many robotics tasks such as mobile manipulation
and semantic mapping. Finding objects in large environments is a challenging task
considering that at every point in time during the search, while the robot is moving,
images acquired by the camera can be useful to the task and ideally should influence
the search behavior.
Imagine the case where you pass by a kitchen area and notice the coffee mug
with the corner of your eye and turn your gaze to locate and grab the said mug.
Ideally, we would want an object searching robot to also exhibit such reactive and
smooth search behavior (as opposed to computing few sparse view points in advance
and only analyzing images acquired from these view points). However there exists
multiple hurdles in processing the images acquired in a continuously moving robot
due to the nature of quick movements in an everyday setting. Amongst the most
problematic, the object typically occupies very little space in the images taken by a
mobile robot in motion (especially in the sequence images where the target object
first enters the robot’s field of view), different camera angles and cluttered scenes
make detection unreliable and there’s significant motion blur or severe occlusions
prevent a clear view of the object.
In this chapter, we want to explore one idea following what we have started
with in Chapter 1, namely that autonomous systems that operates in man-made
environments should take advantage of the structure of the world. In Chapter 2 we
have realized an AVS system and discovered improvement areas. In this chapter,
we investigate one of such idea stemming from Chapter 2.
While working on the active visual search system presented in Chapter 2, we
have seen that typically state-of-the-art object detection algorithms that are de41
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signed for finding objects in images of a certain data set where the object of interest
is either in clear view, close to the camera or not severely occluded have a hard time
dealing with the stream of images acquired by a moving mobile robot. This is in
line with what we see when we look at highly popular datasets in object detection
and recognition across different object classes.
Further and more importantly, the methods designed for such test images often
assume that we’re looking at the world from a bodiless camera and not from the
point of view of an embodied agent, which has a specific function and purpose,
which operates in specific environments which most likely has some kind of order
(e.g. objects in man-made environments are not scattered around randomly.).
In contrast, we believe, in robotics scenarios, we should exploit the fact that
the camera is mounted on an embodied robot, that is likely to be exposed to only
a limited number of circumstances (e.g. an office robot will not need to deal with
scenes that includes beach scenes) tightly embedded in its environment [64].
The main claim we make here is that the placement of everyday objects in
indoor scenes is highly correlated to the local 3D geometry around these objects.
We think that by utilizing such inherent structure, we can direct the robot’s visual
processes (such as object detection and recognition) to scene regions where there is
high likelihood of there being an object of a specific type. This is in contrast with
trying to find the object anywhere in the scene disregarding cues stemming from
how human environments are typically configured.
In this chapter, our aim is to conceptualize and realize the idea of modeling and
using local 3D geometry in object recognition tasks as one instance of utilizing the
inherent structure in man-made environments.
As an example of the intuition behind the idea investigated in this chapter, let
us look at Figure 3.1, which shows an image acquired by a mobile robot where
the object cup first enters robot’s field of view, as the robot enters the kitchen.
The target object in this image is undetectably small. As we’ve explained, in such
images, most object recognition algorithms which uses visual appearance features
would either fail to detect the target object, or the detection would be accompanied
by false positive detections.
However, appearance is likely not the reason for location of objects, i.e. cups
are not typically found on tables because the former is red and the latter is brown,
but the table offers physical support and easy reach. Generally, objects are placed
in places where it is easy to interact with them; trash cans are typically on the floor
and not on a high shelf. Furthermore, objects are placed to be physically stable at
rest. As an example a cup almost never occur on a wall as there is no support for
it there. We note that all these points to 3D structure of the world. We refer to
the association between this geometrical structure and location as 3D context.
Therefore, we claim that systems striving to efficiently locate an object should
exploit both the shape of the object and the structure of the environment that these
objects are part of. One obvious benefit of this in the context of localizing objects
is that although the object itself may be small or not even visible, the supporting
3D shape might be bigger and detectable at a larger distance.
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For realizing this idea, we leverage on the cheaply-available good quality 3D
data brought by the recent advent of RGB-D sensors and show that the 3D context
of objects is a strong indicator of object placement in everyday scenes. Figure 3.1
gives an example output, where the system has picked out a small region in the
image around the cup, corresponding mainly to the table as the most likely region
for a cup. No object recognition system would be able to recognize the cup itself
at this distance in this image resolution. Additionally, plane fitting methods as
employed in [65] might fail to detect the table plane as it occupies a very small
part of the image. However, a system that exploits the local 3D structure in which
objects typically occur can use this to reliably identify promising regions in the
image for object presence.

3.1

Related work

There exists a large body of previous work investigating the use of appearancebased contextual information to improve object detection. Coming from a biological
systems perspective, Bar has shown that visual objects of specific types often appear
in some typical context [66] of their own. Bar argues that humans take advantage
of contextual cues in order to facilitate recognition of visual objects by utilizing
statistics on co-occurring objects. Further, human subjects often have a harder
time recognizing objects placed in wrong contexts compared to objects appearing
in images with no background or with the correct context. The author proposes a
verifiable model for explaining how context is used by the brain. Bar’s findings are
in line with previous work on analyzing contextual cues’ place on the time spent
during visual recognition tasks in humans [67]. In this study the authors analyzed
the eye movements of human participants to measure the effect of contextual priors
and exactly at what stage they are utilized in the human object detection process.
The co-occurrence based contextual model requires parsing the initial scene into
objects, which is a hard problem that requires high-level concepts such as objects
and image segments. Instead Torralba et al. proposes a model where visual features
extracted from the image as a whole (as opposed to local features that only describe
a certain region of the image) [68]. These ideas are realized by the authors in a
series of papers, demonstrating the usage of low-level global features for context
driven attention and object detection [69, 70]. In their work, the general idea is to
use appearance features in order to capture structural characteristics of scenes at a
crude level such as spatial extent, perspective and openness among others. These
only give a rough idea about the structure of the scene, whether or not the image
depicts an open scene (e.g. a beach, plains ) or a constrained, cluttered space (e.g.
an office room, an urban scene). However, as the authors demonstrate, these cues
work very well in predicting the location of a particular type of object in scenes, or
pointing out to images where an object category might appear. As an example, if
the image contains convergent lines, vertical structures on the sides and openness
in the middle as in a road scene, pedestrians are likely to be on the sides of the
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Figure 3.1: Best viewed in color. (a) A cup on a table within a larger room. The
cup occupies a very small part of the sensory data. (b) The output from our method
where bright areas correspond to high probability of object presence. Most object
recognizers would scan the whole image and fail to find the object in this scene.
However we can rule out large portions of the image by exploiting the 3D context
in which objects appear.
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images. Thus, the authors demonstrate that focusing search only on these areas
can provide a boost in various performance metrics.
In [65, 71] the authors exploit the notion that the performance of object detection tasks can be boosted by extracting and tracking planar surfaces since a large
number of everyday objects are located on tables and shelves. Even though this
approach is robust in controlled environments, not all objects rest on flat planar
surfaces of a certain size and developing tailor-made methods for each situation
depending on the object class is not scalable.
In another line of research, models of visual attention mechanisms aim to locate
salient parts of an image. The assumption is that the sought object stands out
in the image, thus creating highly salient regions which attract visual attention
where the visual processes are directed to [72, 73]. This mechanism can be used to
prune the search space, where an object detector is only run on salient regions of the
image. This has two main advantages. First, computationally expensive algorithms
can focus a subset of the image, thus lowering the overall processing time. Second,
false positives that may occur in non-salient parts of the images can be eliminated.
The downside with this approach is that not all target objects are visually salient,
as in the case of textureless or small objects, unless this is a requirement on the
target objects [74].
Björkman et al. demonstrate an active vision system that attempts to find and
fixate on target objects in scenes [75]. The authors have utilized 3D information
about the scene extracted from stereo images and detect 3D blobs that roughly
correspond with the known object size. These regions are then considered more
likely to contain an object. In this manner, the system will only focus on parts of
the scene that are likely to contain objects..
Similarly Frintrop et al. present a saliency-based object recognition method
that works with depth images constructed from a tilting laser scanner [76]. In this
work, salient regions from depth data and laser intensity are combined in order to
provide initial location candidates for the target object.
In this work we draw inspiration from the idea of utilizing global image features
as a way of describing the spatial extent of scenes [69]. As we noted previously,
visual features were used as an indirect way of extracting the spatial layout of
scenes. However, in this work, we note that we can directly utilize the depth data
associated for each image from an RGB-D camera.

3.2

Exploiting Local 3D Context

Since we have established that context plays an important role in locating objects in
scenes and introduced the idea of 3D context, in this section we describe in general
terms how to make use of the 3D context to find likely object positions.
Most approaches to object detection look for the object features. Instead, 3D
context is modeled from the surrounding of objects rather than the object itself.
It therefore provides information of the type ”this is a likely place for the object”
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rather than ”this is likely an object”. Imagine the case where there exists a water
bottle on an otherwise empty table. While a contextual algorithm would indicate
the whole table top as likely region for the presence of a water bottle, a successful
object detector would only respond on the water bottle itself. Therefore the two
types of methods should not be confused with each other as they are meant for
different (but closely related) purposes. We believe that a model which captures
3D structure in the neighborhood of objects can successfully complement object
detection algorithms and as we will see, in some cases even outperform them.
An alternative use of the 3D context could also be to suggest good places to
put down an object that the robot is carrying. Typically supporting surfaces for
objects such as tables or shelves are full of other objects, therefore hindering the
performance of finely tuned routines such as plane extraction algorithms. Instead
contextual cues can indicate patches of available 3D structure (e.g. an opening on
the table surface) where the robot can rest the object it is carrying.
Figure 3.2 shows a scene where the target object is a water tap. The presence
of a kitchen sink strongly indicates that the water tap is in its image neighborhood.
Parts of the scene that belong to the object’s surrounding might be irrelevant to the
3D context and should not be included in the contextual model. During learning
the model, we do not know the extent of the neighborhood that is helpful to find
the water tap neither the offset between it and the object. We also need a way to
represent the 3D structure appropriately. In this work we have opted for a learning
based approach where such information can be extracted from data, as opposed to
manually connecting certain objects with for example planar surfaces.
In other words, certain regions of the image may predict with high accuracy the
presence of an object in another region. In the previous example, the shape of a
kitchen sink indicates the presence of a water tap above it. Therefore a model that
captures the 3D context of an object needs to explore the object’s neighborhood in
the scene and find the relevant structures that consistently occur at a certain offset
location (if any) with regards to the object.
Another important aspect is that the same object class may appear in different
contexts depending on the scene. As an example, a whiteboard marker might
appear to be on a vertical surface when it is attached to a whiteboard, however
it may also be placed on a table that appear as a horizontal plane. Therefore, we
need a model powerful enough to capture a multi-modal context that an object
can appear in. We argue that an approach to learn 3D context for certain object
classes must capture both the location with respect to the object and the structure
of the 3D context. Finally, we find that, while the 3D context captures physically
plausible object placements, it can be helped by also including the height. The
rationale behind using the height is that for most objects the height at which it
appears is quite informative. For example, both trashcans and mugs are often
found in regions of space where the surface normals are vertical (the 3D context is
a horizontal surface) but the trashcan is on the floor whereas the mug is typically
on a table or shelf. This difference is captured by the height.
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Figure 3.2: The illustration of Si regions, namely, Rf and Rl and the offset between
them.

3.3

Method

In this section, we will present one instantiation of the general ideas presented in
Section 3.2. We formulate the problem we address as follows. Given a 3D scene V
and an object class O we want find the function
fO (x, y, z, V ) = P (X|V, O)

(3.1)

This function models how likely it is for an object of class O to be at the location
X = (x, y, z) in the scene. In our approach, we have modeled the function fO as a
binary classifier CO , where coordinates can be labeled as being a part of the object
O or not.
As discussed in Section 3.2, CO needs to respond to the correct region with
respect to the object and needs to be able to handle multi-modal distributions.
To account for this, we have chosen to compose CO from a set of weighted weak
binary classifiers S = {S1 , ..., Si , ...Sn }. Each weak classifier models the probability
of finding the target object at (x, y, z) given a feature response, F , at an offset
location (x + ox,i , y + oy,i , z + oz,i ). Therefore, each weak classifier explores a
specific part of the object’s neighborhood in the image, in line with our previous
analysis. We have modeled Si as two rectangular image regions Rf , Rl and the
offset between them as shown in Figure 3.2. Here Rf is the region from where a
feature response is computed (i.e. the neighborhood hypothesized to be correlated
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with the object). Further, from Rl we compute a 1D value that corresponds to how
object-like Rl is, given by the function OL(Rl ). In this work we model OL(Rl ) as
the fraction of Rl that overlaps with the target object’s annotation bounding box 1 .
We model 3D context learning as a regression problem, where the goal is, for each
Si to learn the mapping from the feature response of Rf , to OL(Rl ).
During training we provide the system with a set of annotated RGB-D images.
For each Si we calculate the feature response in Rf and the objectness measure for
the corresponding region OL(Rl ). We do this for each object class and every Si , i.e.
combinations of region sizes and offsets. Given this, we then learn which set of the
weak classifiers should be utilized2 to get the final strong classifier CO . That is, we
learn for which Si there is a strong correlation between a certain feature response
in Rf and the object being in Rl . This is formulated as learning the weights for
each classifier which effectively results in only a subset of the classifiers being used.
Further, using a subset of all the weak classifiers reduces the model complexity
and results in a faster processing time. During testing we slide the Rf regions
corresponding to the appropriate Si over the image and get the object responses in
the corresponding Rl regions. The response from all active Si are weighted together
according to the learned weights.

3.4

Implementation

In the first step of the training procedure, we slide each Si across training images.
For each, Si we train a Support Vector Machine (SVM)3 , Hi , with a generalized
radial basis function (RBF) kernel to learn aforementioned mapping from a surface
patch Rf to the object response in Rl at a certain offset [78]. This results in the
set of regressors H = {H1 ...Hm }. We have chosen to use a discriminative approach
since it has been shown that when the amount of labeled training data is large and
samples accurately the problem space, discriminative methods tend to work better
than their generative counterparts in terms of predictive performance [79, 80, 81].
Furthermore, SVMs being a well understood discriminative method, generally offer
lower computational complexity, which is desirable in a robotics context. RBF
kernels are shown to provide good results with histogram features [82, 83], which
is the feature type used in this work as we will explain later on.
The problem of combining a set of weak regressors to obtain a strong one is well
researched in the field. We have chosen the widely used greedy gradient boosting
algorithm described in [84] to calculate the vector β which gives the weights with
which the output from H will be scaled. The elements of the weight vector β
represents how much each Hi should contribute to the end result. The resulting
1 Assumed

to be available during training.
the water tap example from before, one Si might encode the correlation between a sink
and a tap behind it and another the correlation between a vertical wall and a tap beneath it.
3 We have used a modified version of SVM implemented in [77], with σ = 9.7 and  = 0.001
2 In
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Table 3.1: The locations from which the dataset is collected and room types from
each location.
Site
University of Birmingham
DFKI - Saarbrücken
Technical University of Vienna
University of Ljubljana
Royal Institute of Technology

Room types
kitchen, classroom, corridor, office, meeting room, computer lab
corridor, office, meeting room, computer lab
kitchen, office
kitchen, corridor, office
kitchen, corridor, office, meeting room, computer lab

overall regressor is then given by:
C(F (Rf )) =

n
X

βi · Hi (F (Rf ))

(3.2)

i=1

where F (Rf ) is the feature response for region Rf and Hi (F (Rf )) is the ith weak
classifier’s output. The weighting process results in a large subset of H having zero
or near zero weights. This corresponds to regressors that has low correlation with
object presence. The remaining regressors assigned with high weights allows the
method to form multi-modal context models as discussed in Section 3.2.

Feature
We would like an expressive feature to represent Rf that is simple and fast to
compute. Previous work on 3D features has seen explosive growth in the recent
years, due to the availability of 3D sensors and platforms as well as the availability
of faster computing [85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. Features proposed in [85, 86, 90] typically
are designed for object recognition where the task is towards having a detailed
descriptor of a part of an object. The work presented in [87] utilizes both visual
and depth values to create a joint feature representation. An interesting feature
proposal is Global Structure Histogram by [88] where the idea is to couple a global
structure descriptor with local descriptors such as FPFH [85].
As in [69], we refrain from using features that build detailed models of specific
3D shapes, rather we prefer a rough descriptor of a surface patch to capture overall
contextual information. For this reason, the feature we have chosen in this work
is the point feature histogram, which has been shown to efficiently describe local
geometry in 3D point clouds similar to [91]. For a point p in Rf , a surface normal
is computed by fitting a plane to the set of points which are inside a sphere whose
center is p and radius is r. We perform this operation for each pair of points in Rf
and obtain a set of vectors as described in [91]. Then these vectors are binned in
a 3-dimensional histogram with each dimension containing 8 bins, resulting in 512
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Figure 3.3: Example images from the dataset.

bins in total. The height of the center of the object in the scene according to the
annotation is concatenated to the feature vector.

3.5

Experiments

The evaluation of a context learner for indoor environments requires a large amount
of diverse and real world data. For this reason, we first explain our data set and
later on present qualitative and quantitative experimental results.

RGB-D Database
We have constructed our dataset from five different sites in Europe; the Technical University of Vienna (TuV), the University of Birmingham (UB), the Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH), the German Center for Artificial Intelligence in
Saarbrücken (DFKI) and the University of Ljubljana (UL) (see Figure 3.3). At
each site, a Pioneer 3dx robot equipped with a Microsoft Kinect camera tilted
down 20◦ at 1.4 m height was used. The robot is controlled by a human operator using a joystick. It is important to note that the human operators did not
know about the purpose of the method presented in this work so as not to bias the
collected data. The images were continuously saved as the robot moved through
the environment. The dataset can be used for other purposes such as testing 3D
mapping and place recognition methods. The data set is available for download
from
http://www.cas.kth.se/rgb-d.
Table 3.1 details the room types included from each site.
The dataset contains approximately 360GB of Kinect color and depth images.
We have annotated five object classes in the dataset:
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• cup
• trashcan
• whiteboard marker
• wallplug
• water tap
In total, 1627 images were annotated. The objects in the list were chosen for being
frequently found in typical indoor environments and for having diverse context,
location and size. As an example, trashcans are on the floor typically near a wall
whereas cups are on flat surfaces at a typical table height. Other objects such as
whiteboard markers have a less clear contextual one-to-one mapping and can both
be on tables and appear to be on a wall. Furthermore, whiteboard markers typically
occupy very little space in images in contrast to bigger object such as trashcans.
The object water tap has a very distinct 3D context, however the type of scenes it
is usually found in are quite cluttered as can be seen from Figure 3.5.

Evaluation
For the evaluation of the method we have selected the KTH, Birmingham and DFKI
datasets as the training set and Ljubljana and Vienna as test sets. The training
set corresponds to roughly 70% of the images and the remaining images are used
for testing.
Qualitative analysis
We will first go through the set of example images and responses shown in Figures 3.5 – 3.13 in order to present a qualitative evaluation of the proposed method.
Figure 3.6 and 3.7 shows two example images for the object cup. We can see
that the learned context for cups is flat surfaces at the height of a typical table.
The method gives high response to these areas as can be seen in figure 3.7 and we
can see that the large portions of the image can be ruled out. Interestingly, the
method gives a high response for the bottom part of the whiteboard where there’s
a small flat surface to place whiteboard markers. In this case the method predicts
that the small flat surface that is at a similar height of a table can also support a
cup.
Figure 3.8, we see that the method learned that a trashcan is typically found on
the floor but even more specifically at the intersection of a floor and a wall. The
high response over the area that corresponds to the object in Figure 3.8 and 3.9
comes from the fact that the sides of the trashcan also appear as a vertical surface
on the floor thus resembling a wall.
In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the two images show that the whiteboard marker
appears in very distinct contexts, one on the table and the other on the whiteboard,
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showing that our approach has captured the multi-modal context in which the
object appears in the training set. This is captured by our method without the
need of a specialized algorithm for each case, such as a table detector and a wall
detector as it would be needed in previous work [65]. We note that a large part of
the whiteboard is selected by the algorithm, this is due to the variation in average
height of which whiteboard markers appear in the dataset.
Results for the object wallplug are displayed in Figure 3.12 and 3.13. Similar
to whiteboard markers, there are mainly two types of wallplug placements in the
dataset: at the intersection of a table and a wall and the other is on a flat wall
surface near the floor or at shoulder height. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show that
both contexts are successfully captured by the proposed method. Figure 3.13 is a
corridor scene consisting of flat surfaces. In this case, what prevents the method
from predicting a high response all over the walls is the height component in the
feature vector.
Looking closely at a cluttered scene, Figure 3.5 shows a kitchen scene where
the object water tap is present. We have picked this object since it has a very
complex 3D context which can be disturbed a great deal as a result of clutter such
as cups, plates, washing liquid, sponge, dirty dishes. However, certain aspects of its
context is very persistent, there is almost always a sink in front of the water tap,
which itself has a distinct 3D shape. Another cue is that typically there is a flat
wall behind water taps. We can see that the method’s highest response has a big
overlap with the object itself. An interesting note here is that, the object itself is
missing in the depth image, due to its shiny surface. However in this case, since its
context is much larger and visible, our method allows point to the object’s location
even though it is invisible in depth. The area inside the sink, the counter top, the
side wall and the oven has lower responses which can be interpreted as they are
correctly recognized as the object’s 3D context. However we also note that the
method gives considerably high responses overall in the image. There are several
reasons for this. One is that the high clutter in the training scenes makes it harder
to extract the true 3D context of the object. Another is that, using the Kinect
camera, scenes containing shiny surfaces result in large amount of noise in depth.
Quantitative analysis
We have evaluated our method quantitatively in three experimental setups to gain
statistical insights. First, we have checked how much of the actual object is in
the predicted region associated with a specific probability threshold. This tells us
how accurate the method is in its location predictions. Second, for varying sizes
of the search region represented as the percentage of the image we have computed
the overlap of the object’s bounding box with this region. This quantifies how
much of the search region we can rule out without losing parts of the image that
actually contains the object. Third, we have computed the average precision of a
state-of-the-art object detection algorithm with and without utilizing 3D context
as a pre-processing step in an object detection task.
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In the first setup, we have thresholded the response image (here the response
image is the visualization of object likelihood as shown in Figure 3) to obtain a
binary image with white and black regions. The horizontal axis of Figure 3.5 corresponds to values of this threshold. We compute the overlap between the object’s
bounding box and its predicted location, i.e. the white regions in the image, which
is shown in the vertical axis. The amount of overlap tells us if objects in question
typically occur where the algorithm predicts them or not. This overlap is by definition 100% when the threshold is zero, meaning when all of the image is selected.
From these results, we can say that intuitively the method performs better for objects that blend with their 3D context. As an example, in depth, the whiteboard
marker is almost indistinguishable from the table or the wall itself. This can be
used as a complement to object recognition algorithms where an object of the size
of whiteboard marker is usually very hard to detect. Furthermore, it is encouraging that even with high threshold values, the majority of the bounding box of cup,
whiteboard marker and wallplug is included in the predicted region.
The performance drops faster for bigger objects such as trashcan as the threshold
value increases. One reason for this is that these objects are typically observed from
a wide variety of viewing angles. The result is that such objects can appear to be
in very different backgrounds which are not part of the context. Consider the case
where a chair is seen from a top and side view; from the top, it would seem that it
is on the floor perhaps near a table, however the side view would show the distant
scene in the background unrelated to the local 3D context.
Another reason is that such objects tend to stick out of their 3D context. With
this we mean that a computer monitor’s context consists largely of table surfaces,
the average distance of the 3D points on the monitor to the table surface is much
greater than for a whiteboard marker. This resulted in a negative bias in the type
of evaluation we have selected in this work.
In the second setup, we fix a percentage of the image that is predicted as most
likely to contain the object according to the method and check if the object falls
in this region. As an example, we pick a number of the pixels that constitutes 10%
of the image that are the most likely to contain the object. This selection criteria
checks the method’s performance for varying gains in efficiency (in this case 90%
of the image is eliminated). We can see that, the method can eliminate between
30% - 70% of the scene without losing the target objects. For all object classes, on
average at least one third of the image can be omitted without missing the object.
This is a promising result indicating that objects are embedded in their 3D context
and much can be gained from exploiting it.
In the third and final quantitative test we investigated the effect of exploiting
3D context as a first step in an object detection application using the state of
the art object detector presented in [92]. This method builds a part based model
for object classes. We have trained each object class using the implementation
provided in [93]. After this we have provided two sets of test images to the object
detection algorithm: raw images and images that are masked with the thresholded
3D context response (i.e. parts of the image with a too low response is masked
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Table 3.2: Object detection results with and without the method presented in this
work.
Object label
Cup
Whiteboard marker
Trashcan
Wallplug
Watertap

AveP
0.614
0.332
0.541
0.214
0.221

AveP with
0.813
0.516
0.774
0.519
0.317

out). In order to construct the latter image, we have made an informed choice by
looking at the results of the second experimental setup. We have thresholded the
image such that the least promising 40% of the test images are omitted from the
search region. The rationale behind this is that, as Figure 3.5 shows, we rule out
very large portion of the image while still retaining nearly 90% of the object for
all classes. This has the effect of eliminating false positives. The average precision
results are shown in Table 3.2 where a significant increase in detection performance
is observed on all classes. We see that the objects that benefited most are small
objects such as whiteboard marker and cup since the texture of these objects cannot
be captured sufficiently due to their size and thus are most likely to be mistaken
for other parts of the image. These results show that exploiting the 3D context of
objects to predict likely locations greatly improves the performance of a state-ofthe-art detector for all tested object classes. The object with the least amount of
gain from incorporating 3D context is watertap and trashcan. We think this can
be explained by the fact that mostly these objects occupy a large portion of the
image in the data set which gives less false positives.
In a robotics context, time performance is of crucial importance. The object
detection algorithm used in this experimental setup [92] takes on average 23 seconds
to compute a detection for one object class. This is prohibitively slow for most
robotics applications. The method presented in this work takes between 0.6 to 2.1
seconds to run on a single image of 640x480 resolution on a computer with a 2.26
GHz CPU. Each weak classifier approximately takes 60-80 ms to run. We have
chosen the parameter intervals of weak classifiers to cover almost all of the relevant
part of the parameter space. The range of window sizes for Rf and Rl are between
10x10 to 100x100 pixels with 10 pixel increments and the offset is chosen in the
interval ±50 pixels with 10 pixel increments. This results in 250 weak classifiers
trained for each object which covers a very large part of the parameter space for
the objects types present in this work. We then also rule out weak classifiers that
has a weight lower than 0.01 as they contribute negligibly to the final result.
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Summary and Discussion

In this work, we have proposed to use local surrounding 3D structure as a strong cue
in object placements in everyday scenes, we call this the 3D context of an object.
We presented a method to extract the 3D context of everyday object and provided extensive quantitative evaluation on a large dataset collected from several
real office environments in Europe. Furthermore, we have quantified the benefit
of exploiting local structure in an object detection application. The results show
that local structure surrounding objects is certainly a strong indicator of object
placement in scenes and our method is able to accurately predict the location of
the everyday objects included in the study.
It has been shown in previous work that humans possess strong priors about
natural scenes [25, 66]. We don’t expect objects to float in the middle of a room.
We have strong expectations on what type of objects to expect in which scenes and
where in the scene. We believe that embodied systems should extract and exploit
the structure of the world they perceive. In most mobile robotics systems, a 3D
representation of the world is built and maintained for safely navigating the world
and manipulating objects. Therefore a robot equipped with a camera should make
use of this information when analyzing scenes. Entering a kitchen looking for a cup
and being presented with the scene in Figure 3.1, we do not exhaustively scan the
whole image including the floor and the walls, instead we almost instantly fixate
on the table to get a higher resolution coverage of the table top.
A limitation of all context based approaches is that they are expected to perform
poorly in non-typical scenes, where contextual expectations do not agree with the
scene at hand. In this case, a global search over the whole image is needed, which is
often more expensive than only searching the regions indicated by contextual cues.
This is a penalty that is also observed in biological systems [25]. One problem
however is that the system needs to detect that a scene is out-of-context, in order
to make the decision to perform a global search. The authors in [94] exploit the
notion that objects are physically supported by other objects in scenes, similar to
the argument used in this work and in our previous work [95, 10].
Open questions includes investigation other methods to capture the 3D context,
as with this work we have presented the idea and implemented one instantiation of
it. A possible venue is to use 3D context when searching for objects as in [8, 10].
Furthermore, we would like to combine an RGB-D camera with a high resolution
photo camera to be able to obtain detailed views of regions predicted by the approach and test the effect of this for object detection. Finally we are interested in
employing the 3D context idea in a place categorization framework.
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Figure 3.4: Results quantifying the effect of 3D context as a function of (top)
probability threshold (bottom) search region size for different objects (1 - cup, 2 whiteboard marker, 3 - wallplug, 4 - trashcan, 5 - watertap). The top figure shows
how much of the object annotation overlaps given a response threshold value. This
tells us how much the method’s location predictions are in line with the actual
object location. The bottom figure shows how much of the image we can eliminate
using 3D context while still keeping the actual object bounding box in the remaining
part of the image.
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Figure 3.5: An example kitchen scene with a sink and water tap and clutter. The
bright areas correspond to higher object presence as predicted by the local 3D
context idea. Notice that even though the part of the image corresponding to sink
is itself remains dark, the regions above it are computed as promising areas. In
this image the water tap object itself is missing in the corresponding depth image
due to its specular surface. However since its 3D context is much bigger and has
different properties, utilizing it can still point to the object’s location.
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Figure 3.6: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object cup.
Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.7: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object cup.
Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.8: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object trashcan.
Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.9: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object trashcan.
Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.10: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object whiteboard marker. Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.11: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object whiteboard marker. Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.12: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object wallplug.
Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.
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Figure 3.13: Example image from the dataset and responses for the object wallplug.
Brighter areas correspond to a higher likelihood of object presence.

Chapter 4

Reasoning about unexplored space
in indoor environments using a
large floorplan dataset
A large part of robotics research focuses on building autonomous systems which
can operate in domestic indoor environments. These works are fueled by the longterm goal of intelligent robots robust enough to handle the complexity of indoor
environments. However, as part of this thesis in this chapter, we argue that indoor
environments are still not well understood. We do not have a big data view of indoor
environments, in contrast to as an example, computer vision where the big data
approach recently gained a big interest and proved very useful [96, 97, 98, 99]. Most
of previous work incorporates either a few example cases or mock environments,
such as a kitchen built in a research lab. One compelling reason for this is that,
collecting enough data from actual living spaces to have an accurate sampling of
indoors environments at large is a monumental logistics task. This is why most
research has stayed limited to using only a few instances of such environments. We
note that there are certain efforts in collecting massive indoor datasets such as the
upcoming Google Maps Floor Plans, however the research community has not yet
taken advantage of such resources [100].
In the previous chapter we have seen an instance of exploiting structure in
everyday environments at the scale of single scenes. In this chapter, we will look
at indoor environments from a much bigger perspective: at the scale of entire
buildings and floorplans. We will analyze a large dataset of annotated floorplans of
real buildings, across thousands of actual rooms and hundreds of buildings, orders
of magnitude more than found in previous work. We think bringing this type of
truly large scale data analysis to robotics will have a large impact and continuation
as the field progresses.
In the light of these observations, we have chosen to investigate one particular
problem, that is predicting what lies in the unexplored part of the environment.
67
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Reasoning about unexplored space constitutes a crucial part of a mobile robotic
system. Various robotics tasks such as rescue missions in unknown buildings or
task driven exploration requires the robot to reason about unknown space. The
success of a robot’s actions in such scenarios depends on the accuracy of the robot’s
predictions about the unexplored part of the environment.
To illustrate this point, let us revisit the scenario in Chapter 2 and imagine a
mobile office robot on the first day of its operation in an unknown office building,
tasked with finding an object in an unknown kitchen. The robot needs to plan the
set of actions that lead to task completion. In this case, it first needs to find a
kitchen by means of exploration. One sensible plan would make use of corridors as
connector rooms in most indoor environments. The robot’s expectation of finding
a kitchen by exploring more of a corridor should be higher than finding a kitchen
connected to one of the many other room types it detects during exploration.
Another example is a search-and-rescue robot, entering an unknown office building in the search of survivors. In this case, the robot’s goal is to find the maximum
amount of survivors in the minimum possible time [101]. The robot, without a
complete map of the environment, would need to employ spatial reasoning to estimate what lies in the unknown part of space, prioritizing search actions, which
regions to look for survivors in and how best to reach them.
These exemplar scenarios give rise to a set of questions that motivate the work
presented in this chapter. How can the robot know the kitchen it’s trying to reach is
probably reachable (or not) by a corridor? How can it reason that while there may
be dozens of office rooms, there’s probably one or two kitchens in any given floor?
Or that restrooms are typically (but always) at the end of the corridors and not in
the middle, so are stairs and elevators? In summary, how can we equip our robots
with a basic understanding on the large scale structure of indoor environments?
In this chapter we argue that modeling, extracting and exploiting the structure
in indoor environments at the building floor scale can help us in making progress
into this problem.
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Figure 4.1: Two representations of a building floor. (a) shows the bird-eye view of
the geometric layout and (b) the corresponding graph where each room corresponds
to a node in the graph and edges between nodes refer to a direct traversable path.
Nodes in the graph have labels indicating the category of that room such as kitchen,
office, corridor.
As we have seen, high levels of autonomy while operating indoors requires a
general understanding of how indoor environments are typically configured, which
is currently lacking in state-of-the-art robot systems. In most systems where struc-
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tural and semantic spatial information is useful, the models of large scale indoor
environments are hard-coded and therefore limited [8, 31, 102].
Indoor environments are organized in inter-connected rooms1 . A widely used
representation for this is an undirected graph, where each room corresponds to a
node in the graph and edges between nodes refers to a direct path between rooms.
Figure 4.1 shows a bird-eye view of a building floorplan represented as a undirected
graph. Furthermore, each room can have a label indicating the category of that
room, e.g. kitchen, office, corridor, restroom. This type of representation is often
called a topological map of the environment.
In this chapter, we adopt a data-driven approach for building models of indoor
environments and predicting what lies ahead in the topology of the environment.
Therefore, given a partial topological map of a floorplan with room labels, we are
interested in filling in the rest of the floorplan by predicting the missing parts.
We make use of two large floorplan datasets from the MIT and KTH campuses,
with each floor represented as a graph as introduced above. The whole corpus of
real world indoor spaces consists of 197 buildings, 940 floors and over 38,000 rooms.
To the best of our knowledge no such work exists on data-driven models of indoor
maps on this scale. An important property we discover is that, in floorplan graphs
local complexity remains nearly constant for increasing global complexity, as we
will show, a property observed in other natural graph networks as well. Using this
insight, we present two methods for predicting extensions to partial topological
maps including room category labels. Finally, we present extensive experimental
results on the performance of both methods. In particular, we show how well the
models of floorplan graphs learned from the MIT dataset transfer to the KTH
dataset.

4.1

Related Work

There exists very limited previous work on reasoning about unexplored space in
the topology of environments, also taking into account room categories. However,
exploration in unknown environments and reasoning about what lies ahead in the
unknown environment has seen a lot of interest since the early days in robotics.
We will mention some information gain based. exploration strategies on 2D metric
maps. The work by Bourgault et al. is concerned with computing a trajectory
that maximizes the accuracy of map building process by a mobile robot [103]. The
author’s perspective on the problem is improving robot’s localization since it is
directly tied to the general map quality. The general idea behind the approach
is to utilize the uncertainty bounds of the simultaneously built map’s landmarks
in order to direct the robot towards areas where the uncertainty on robot pose is
1 Rooms may or may not be separated by physical boundaries, e.g. a kitchen consisting of a
sink area and dining area, as recently shown by Sjöö [56]. We make no distinction between the
two and refer both as rooms.
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highest, in other words, the potential of gaining information is maximum. The
authors present experiments on a mobile robot system.
More recently, Stachniss et al. presents an approach that considers exploration,
mapping and localization gains while deciding what actions to take in exploring an
environment [104]. The significance of this approach is that, by combining all three
aspects of mapping an environment, the robot can pick better actions compared
to previous methods which only consider one or two of the above as in [103]. The
method is based on computing the expected uncertainty of a Rao-Blackwellized
particle filter [105] after performing a certain action. Since the space of all possible
measurements (and their resulting map and localization updates) after performing
an action is prohibitively large, the authors approximates the expected gain. The
experiments show that in some cases where an action can both help improving the
map accuracy and explore more terrain, the robot choses that action instead of
another potential action which only improves the map accuracy.
The work by Vidal-Calleja et al. presents a similar approach to [103] for actively
controlling a single hand-held camera for simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM). Due to real-time computation constraints the authors consider a discrete
set of actions. The measure of uncertainty used is the same as [103], that is the
entropy of an n-variate Gaussian distribution. However, since it has been shown
that using this metric results in non-optimal actions for bearing-only SLAM, the
authors proposes to use the Fisher Information Matrix [106].

4.2

Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

We represent each floorplan as an undirected graph. Each node in a graph is
assigned a label from an ordered, finite alphabet. The nodes correspond to rooms,
the labels are room categories and an edge between two nodes means that there
exists a traversable direct path connecting them. An example floorplan graph is
shown in Figure 4.1.
A graph is then a three-tuple G = (V, E, α) where V is a finite node set, E ⊆
V × V is a finite edge set and α : V → L is a node label mapping. Let G be the set
of all graphs that can be formed using the label alphabet L.
A graph database D = {G1 , ..., Gn } is a set of graphs. Given a graph G ∈ G
and a graph database D, we define the projected database DG , as the subset of D,
for which G is a sub-graph of each element, i.e. DG = {∀G0 ∈ D : G ⊆ G0 }. The
number of elements of the projected database is called the frequency of the graph
G in the graph database D and is denoted by f req(G) = |DG |.
We may now define the support of the graph G as:
supp(G) =

f req(G)
|D|

(4.1)

A graph G will be called a frequent subgraph in D if supp(G) ≥ τ where τ is
some minimum support threshold, 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.Finally, we define an edit operation
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to a graph as a node or an edge addition 2 .

Problem formulation
The problem statement is the following. Given an incomplete floorplan graph,
predict the most likely next room category together with where it is connected to
in the current graph or the most likely new path between two rooms.
In formal terms, let Gp be a partial floorplan graph for which the full graph
is G. We want to find a certain discrete probability distribution which determines
the probability of an edit operation (a node or an edge addition) to Gp . Once
this discrete probability distribution is acquired, it is possible to attain the most
probable next floorplan graph G0p . This graph is the result of applying the most
probable edit operation upon Gp .

4.3

Method I - Count based prediction

Following the problem formulation, we present the following algorithm. Given an
initial input graph Gp , we first compute its projected database DGp . This means
that for each element G0 ∈ DGp it holds that Gp ⊆ G0 . For each edit operation e
applicable to Gp with the resulting graph G0p , we calculate supp(G0p ) as described
in Section 4.2. Finally, the edit operation whose resulting graph has the highest
support is taken as the most likely node or edge addition to Gp . This method is
akin to a hidden Markov Model (HMM) formulation where the state of the model
is the graph itself and actions are edit operations.
As we will show in the evaluation section this algorithm performs well for small
graph sizes. However, it is limited in the sense that it considers whole graphs at
once. Therefore, subtle changes to the input graph can result in drastic changes in
the predictions. As an example, if a given input partial graph contains a node with
an uncommon or non-existing label in D, the algorithm will only consider those
graphs which include this rare node label and disregarding others for building DGp .
Worse yet, in a robotics scenario, it’s not unusual for certain rooms remain uncategorized or that the system may be uncertain about the category of a room. In the
latter case, method I would report zero probabilities for any possible edit operation.
This leads to poor generalization and has the undesired effect of discarding good
candidates for prediction.
Therefore we expect that an algorithm that instead exploits the local structure
in floorplan graphs rather than the entire graph itself would fare better. To develop
a better method, we first analyze the properties of floorplan graphs with the goal
of finding exploitable structure in the data.
2 An edge addition should connect two existing nodes in the graph. Likewise, a new node is
added with an edge to an existing node.
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Dataset

Each floorplan in the datasets is (stored as an XML file), consists of a set of rooms.
Each room has the following:
• The 2D layout represented as line segments and the room’s centroid coordinates.
• A set of doorways3 that indicates a direct traversable path between this room
and others it is connected to, if any.
• A category label, e.g. office, corridor, lavatory.
The MIT campus floorplan dataset is originally created by [107] to assist campus
travelers by building a machine readable representation of the campus buildings.
We propose to use the dataset in a mobile robot context as described in this work.
This dataset covers over 160 buildings, 775 floors and nearly 32,000 rooms with 91
categories.
We have created the KTH campus dataset by annotating the architectural floorplan drawings of the KTH campus in order to evaluate our algorithms on a wider
set of indoors data and make it available to the community. We have adopted
the MIT dataset XML format with the addition that in the KTH dataset, a line
segment of a room’s layout can be of three types: a wall, a window or a doorway
to another room. In the KTH dataset, we have annotated 37 buildings, 165 floors
and 6248 rooms. This results in a very rich representation of large scale indoor
environments that has not been used in the literature. Next, we will study various
properties of both datasets.

4.5

Analysis of the dataset

As discussed earlier, each floorplan can be represented naturally as a graph. The
mathematical properties of graphs are well researched. We first start by looking at
the global properties of floorplans and then examine the local structure.

Global properties
Watts et al. introduced the property small-world to describe the type of graphs in
which most nodes can be reached from every other in a small number of steps [108]
. Naturally occurring graphs such as social networks between humans and the
Internet are shown to be small-world. It is yet to be shown if indoor environments
fall into this category. The significance of this in a mobile robot context is that,
if floorplans possess small-world characteristics, methods that reason about space
can be improved by exploiting its various implications.
3 A doorway can be either a physical door or a conceptual boundary between two spaces, i.e.
printer area in a corridor.
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The clustering coefficient together with the characteristic path length of a graph
are used to determine the small-worldness. Graphs that have a high clustering
coefficient and low characteristic path compared to that of a random graph4 can
be called small-world graphs. Next we explain both concepts in more detail and
present our results.
Characteristic Path Length
We look at the average number of nodes (i.e. rooms) a robot needs to visit in
order to travel from one room to another, computed over all pairs of rooms. This
is called the characteristic path length of a graph. This value gives insights on how
connected indoor environments are, quantitatively the expected amount of rooms
to traverse in order to move from one room to another.
The average characteristic path length for increasing graph sizes (i.e. number of
rooms in the environment) is shown in Figure 4.2. To elaborate on this, note that
for graph sizes between 10 and 25 this value is around 1. What his tells is that,
one has to go through on average one another room to be able to reach anywhere
on this floor from anywhere else. Our intuition are well in line with this result,
this intermediate room usually corresponds to a corridor. The characteristic path
length increases roughly linearly with the graph size for larger graphs.
Clustering Coefficient
Widely used in graph analysis, the clustering coefficient, C, indicates whether nodes
in a graph are dispersed from each other or form densely connected subgroups. We
are interested in this property since it would indicate how locally connected the
topology indoor environments are. As an example, figure 4.3 shows two floorplan graphs from the dataset which have different clustering coefficients. The top
floorplan in figure 4.3, with a clustering coefficient of 0.56, has multiple connections between neighboring rooms despite having an essentially star shaped topology, whereas all connections in the bottom floorplan goes through a single central
room, resulting in a clustering coefficient that is zero. In a mobile robot scenario, if
the central room is non-navigable in the bottom floorplan, it would be impossible
for the robot go navigate between the rooms, while that is not the case for the top
floorplan. This is simply due to the differences in their topologies captured by the
clustering coefficient.
We have computed the average clustering coefficient of our database and found
it to be Cf loorplan = 0.08. In [108], the authors calculate the clustering coefficient of
the United States power grid and the neural network of the worm C. elegans among
others and found that Cpowergrid = 0.08 and Cc.elegans = 0.28 respectively, compared to Crandom = 0.00027 and Crandom = 0.005 for random graphs of the same
sizes. Comparison to random graphs is important since they are not considered as
natural graphs which correspond to man-made networks, such as the topology of
4 In

a random graph, the number of edges that a node has is determined randomly [109].
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indoor environments. For more results, [110] gives a comprehensive overview of the
results in previous work where the clustering coefficient for several natural graph
networks is computed.
Since our floorplan graphs are similar in graph size and sparsity compared to
a power grid network and much less dense than a biological neural network graph,
it is natural to obtain a value closer to that of the power grid dataset. Another
possible conclusion is that similar efficiency concerns are valid for efficient travel
of people in the indoors and electricity across the grid. We think analyzing how
locally connected rooms are in buildings carries interesting results and key insights,
reinforcing the claims made in this chapter.

Local properties
Scale-free graphs
An important local property that is shown to remain invariant in many natural
graphs despite high complexity is the scale-free property. In scale-free graphs, the
probability that a node has k edges has the following distribution:
P (k) ∝ k −γ

(4.2)

It has been shown that this seemingly simple property holds for very complex
graphs such as the Internet, scientific citations, power grids and social network
edges between humans [111, 110]. In effect, this result indicates that across different
natural graph datasets, the local connectivity is free of scale and remains unchanged.
Figure 4.4 shows the edge distribution of our datasets on logarithmic scale. We
have computed γ as 2.073 for graphs of indoor environments compared to 2.1 for
the World Wide Web and 2.4 for the United States power grid which are known to
possess scale-free characteristics.
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Figure 4.3: Two example floorplan graphs with different clustering coefficients of
0.56 for (a) and 0 for (b). Since certain nodes in (a) have neighbors that are
connected to each other, the value for (a) is non-zero, however no such node exists
in (b), as a result of this, if the central node is removed, the average path length
for the graph in (b) would be infinite.
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Figure 4.4: This plot shows degree distribution of the dataset in logarithmic scale,
namely the probability of a room having a certain k connections to other rooms.
The slope of the line gives the γ value discussed in Section 4.5
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Figure 4.5: Average number of edges for most frequent room categories in both
datasets.
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of 30 most frequent categories of the KTH and MIT
datasets. The blue color indicates categories that exists on both datasets, red
is unmatched categories. Rooms with matched categories constitute 74% and 81%
of all rooms in the MIT and KTH datasets respectively.
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Single node statistics
Next, we have looked into single node characteristics of floorplan graphs. Figure 4.5
shows the average number of edges per room category, for the 15 most frequent
categories in both datasets. Here, we can see that corridors act as connector nodes
while the rest of the room categories have much fewer edges.
Figure 4.6 shows most common 30 room categories for the datasets. Here we can
see that the general distribution for both datasets are similar with some regional
differences. The figure also shows the room categories that both datasets have
in common. We see a big overlap there, with 74% and 81% of the categories
overlapping for the MIT and KTH datasets, respectively. However, there exists
also some big differences. As an example, toilets are much more numerous in the
KTH dataset, the reason being is that at KTH, each toilet stall has its own walls
and door. We think although the overlap is significant, the differences between the
two geographically distant indoor datasets are non-negligible.

Discussion
From this analysis we can see that the topologies of these indoor environments are
strongly structured. In particular, a relatively high clustering coefficient indicates
that nodes in floorplan graphs tend to form tightly connected subgraphs. In addition, low characteristic path length despite increasing graph sizes together with
the edge distribution shown in Figure 4.4 point out that certain rooms have a very
high number of direct pathways to other rooms, acting as connector rooms.
With the goal of exploiting this structure in the data, we can argue that a
floorplan consists of several functional parts, each of which amounts to a small
collection of rooms. As an example, the subgraph {of f ice − corridor − stair} is
useful for navigation between floors in a building and whereas {of f ice − corridor −
lavatory} fulfills another necessity in indoor environments. The idea of combining
functional parts is also supported by the scale-free property of floorplan graphs as
shown previously which displays invariance of local structure for increasing graph
sizes. Therefore, we have developed our methods making use of such frequently
occurring subgraphs, introduced formally in Section 4.2.

4.6

Method II - Exploiting functional subgraphs

Following the lessons learned from looking at the structure of floorplans, we extract
frequently occurring subgraphs from the dataset. The hypothesis put forward in this
chapter is that these subgraphs constitute building blocks of the topology of indoor
environments. Extracting frequent subgraphs of any size from a graph dataset is
known to be an NP-Complete problem. We use the gSpan algorithm [112], which is
a fast algorithm for extracting frequently occurring subgraph patterns of any size
in a graph dataset. This provides us with the set of frequent subgraphs extracted
from our database, S, used in the first step of the method.
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The main steps of this method is given in the following:
1. Split the input graph into smaller, overlapping subgraphs, forming a set C.
2. For each subgraph in C, determine the probability of every possible edit operation.
3. Combine the results of the estimates of the edit operations for each subgraph
into a final solution for the whole input graph.

Step 1: The goal of this step is to divide the input graph Gp into a set of
overlapping connected subgraphs C = {C1 , . . . , Cm } such that ∀i∃j, Ci ∩ Cj 6= ∅.
The selection of subgraphs Ci plays an important role in the prediction quality. Our
hypothesis is that indoor topologies consists of multiple functional smaller parts and
we should try to exploit these. We do this by, when possible, picking subgraphs
from S and expand them as viable predictions. Therefore, in the first step of the
method, we determine which of the frequent subgraphs from S that are present in
the input graph, and extract the largest possible such frequent subgraphs set. The
procedure for computing C is given in Algorithm 1.
Step 2: In this step, we aim to calculate the probability of all possible edit
operations for each element of C. Let DCi be the projected database of Ci ∈ C.
Let XCi be the set of graphs which are one edit operation away from Ci . We then
define, for x ∈ XCi , φ(x, Ci ) = |{x ⊆ G0 ∈ DCi }|. This is the number of times we
have observed a specific edit operation upon Ci among all the graphs. The most
likely edit operation to perform on Ci is then given from arg maxφ(x, Ci ). This
x∈XCi

procedure is given in detail in Algorithm 3.
Step 3: The most likely edit operations for each of the subgraphs C1 , ..., Cm ,
0
respectively. We must select one of these edit operlead to new graphs C10 , . . . , Cm
ations to get the final prediction
outcome. For any selection Cj0 made, the resulting
S
0
prediction will be Gp = i∈[1,m]\{j} Ci ∪ Cj0 . We select the edit operation which
has the highest support from the graph database. That is, arg max φ(Ci , Ci0 ).
Ci ,i∈[1,m]

Given the function φ : G × G → N, it is possible to arrive at an estimate of the
discrete probability distribution of the different edit operations upon Gp :
φ(x, Cj )
y∈XC φ(y, Cj )

P (G0p = x) = P

(4.3)

j

Cj here refers to the selected subgraph and is chosen as detailed above.

4.7

Experiments

As stated in the problem definition, given a partial graph we want to estimate the
probability distribution over possible edit operations, which correspond to predic-
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Algorithm 1 Graph splitting
Input:
• Gp , the current partial graph
Output:
• C = {C1 , ..., Cm }, the overlapping subgraphs of the partial graph
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

P ←∅
for s ∈ S do
if s ⊆ Gp ∧ (¬∃s0 ∈ S, s ⊆ s0 , s0 ⊆ Gp ) then
P ← P ∪ {s}
end if
end for
{P now contains those frequent subgraphs which are contained in the partial
graph Gp . They are also the largest possible frequent subgraphs. }
sort(P) by graph size, descending.
C ← {FindCommonFreqSubgraph(P,
Gp , ∅)}
Sn
while |Gp | =
6 | i=1 Ci | do
F ound ← 0
for all c ∈ C ∧ F ound = 0 do
c0 ← FindCommonFreqSubgraph(P, c, C)
if c0 6= ∅ then
C ← C ∪ c0
F ound ← 1
break
end if
end for
if F ound = 0S then
n
Dg ← Gp \ i=1 Ci
S
Add the following vertex set to Dg : v∈V (Dg ) N (v, Gp ) \ Dg
Add the edges (from the edge set of Gp ) which correspond to the vertex
additions above.
C ← C ∪ GetComponents(Dg )
return C
end if
end while
return C
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Algorithm 2 FindCommonFreqSubgraph
This function will attempt to find another frequent subgraph from the set P that
has some vertex in common with some graph Ci (the already established subgraphs
of Gp ).
Input:
• P , the sorted sequence of frequent subgraphs that are present in the partial
graph
• G, a graph which the result should have some vertex in common with, this is
always some Ci except for the initial execution.
• C = {C1 , ..., Cn }, the thus far added overlapping subgraphs of the partial
graph
Output:
• p, the largest frequent subgraph present in the partial graph that has at least
one vertex in common with G (if found). p is also removed from the set P .
If no such p could be found, it returns the empty graph ∅.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

for all p ∈ P do
Sn
if HasVertexInCommon(G, p) ∧ p 6⊆ i=1 Ci then
P ← P \ {p}
return p
end if
end for
return ∅

tions about what lies ahead in the unexplored part of the environment. We have
tested the accuracy of predictions for various graph sizes of the input partial graph.
The test procedure is as follows. First we pick a random graph G from the dataset
and given m, the desired size of the input graph to be included in the test set,
we select m connected nodes from G randomly. The m connected nodes and their
edges result in subgraph Gp ⊂ G. Gp is added to the test set and this procedure is
repeated until the desired amount of test graphs is acquired. Then, for each graph
in the test set, we compute the edit operation with the highest probability using
both methods. Applying this to Gp results in a new graph G0p . In order to evaluate
the performance, we count every time the new resulting graph G0p is included in
the actual true graph G in the same place as Gp 5 . Note that we train and test on
different subsets of the data, so G will never be part of the training data.
We have evaluated both methods on three experimental setups. In the first two
experiments, we have trained and tested our algorithm on single datasets. We have
5 This

is to avoid counting the cases where G0p appears somewhere else in G as true positives.
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Algorithm 3 Find most likely graph edit operation
Input:
• G, a “small” graph, one subgraph from the output of the graph splitting.
• D, the graph database
Output:
• G0 , the graph which is the result of performing the optimal edit operation
upon G
for x ∈ D do
if G ⊆ x then
for G0 ∈ B(G, 1) ∧ G0 ⊆ x do
{Every G0 corresponds to some valid edit operation upon G (that is, both
G and G0 are contained in this specific graph x).}
φ(x, G) ← φ(x, G) + 1
end for
end if
end for
return arg max φ(x, G)
x∈B(G,1)

used approximately 80% of the datasets for training and the remaining 20% for
the testing. In the third experiment, we have used the MIT dataset for training
and KTH dataset for testing in order to investigate how transferable the spatial
indoor knowledge is between two datasets from distinct places in the world. For all
experiments, we have sampled the dataset for 30.000 partial graphs in the test set
with no duplicates.
Figure 4.7 shows the results where solid lines denote method I’s results and
dashed lines correspond to method II’s outcome. Furthermore, blue and red lines
correspond to the first two experiments where the algorithms are trained and tested
on MIT and KTH datasets separately and black lines correspond to the third experiment where we investigate how well the spatial models trained on the MIT dataset
transfer to the KTH dataset, we call this the knowledge transfer experiment.
In all cases, we can see that method II performs better compared to method I.
Looking more closely, for small graph sizes the difference in performance is minimal since there are a limited number of possible edit operations applicable to input
graphs. However, as the graph size increases, i.e. as the graph complexity increases, we can see that method I experiences a sharp drop in performance (blue
and red solid lines in Figure 4.7). Earlier, as a result of our analysis in Section 4.5,
we hypothesized that indoor topologies consist mostly of smaller, functional parts.
We think that method I’s performance suffers because identifying such local struc-
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Figure 4.7: The results of the three experimental setups. The solid lines correspond
to method I and dashed lines correspond to method II. MIT, KTH and knowledge
transfer experiments are color coded blue, red and black respectively.

ture becomes more crucial to make correct predictions as the graph size increases.
Method I considers the partial graph monolithically as a whole disregarding any
local structure. In comparison, method II identifies frequently occurring parts of
graphs and extends those. This makes the latter approach more robust to the artifacts introduced by increasing graph complexity. As an example, if the input graph
contains a room with a rarely occurring category, method I would only consider
graphs that includes this specific input graph in them, thus ruling out plausible
candidates for prediction. This leads to poor generalization of the built spatial
model for indoor environment. As opposed to this, method II works on the parts
of the graph that are known to be commonplace in the dataset and extends those.
A further observation is that although the method II’s performance drops sharply
for graph sizes 0-5, the rate of the drop slows down to a great extent for sizes 5-15.
Based on our analysis of scale-free properties of indoor floorplan graphs laid out in
Section 4.5, this behavior may be the result of local complexity in indoor topologies
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remaining relatively unchanged despite increasing global complexity. By using frequently occurring subgraphs, method II exploits this invariance in local structure
in contrast to method I and maintains its correct prediction rate.
In the third experiment, we have evaluated how transferable the knowledge
about indoor topologies between the two datasets despite any geographical and
cultural biases introduced. First, we analyzed if such a transfer is possible in
general. For this reason we have plotted the histogram of room categories of both
datasets, and checked how many of each datasets categories overlap with each other.
Fig 4.6 displays both histograms where matched categories are shown in blue. The
matched categories on both datasets constitute 77% of all rooms in the MIT dataset
and 81% in the KTH dataset.
As stated earlier, we trained our algorithms on the MIT dataset and testing on
the KTH floorplans. The results are shown as the black lines in Figure 4.7. We can
see that the performance suffers compared to single dataset results. One reason for
this is that the set of room categories in both datasets are not exactly the same.
The algorithm has no way of predicting unmatched categories in the KTH dataset.
However despite the apparent unmatched categories and other biases, the results
indicated that the models learned from the MIT dataset describes the floorplan
graphs of the KTH dataset to a certain extent. Here again, method II performs
better compared to method I. An interesting result is that, similar to single dataset
experiments, the performance of method II also degrades gracefully for increasing
graph sizes compared to method I. We think this is again is due to method II taking
advantage of local structure in graphs.
Each prediction takes on average 0.21 seconds to compute on a computer with
a single core 2.6 GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM with the implementation not taking
advantage of the highly parallelizable characteristic of the algorithms. The frequent
subgraphs generated by gSpan algorithm is run offline and cached to file. This takes
62 and 23 seconds for the MIT and KTH datasets respectively, with a frequency
threshold of 5%.

4.8

Conclusion and Discussion

Following Chapter 2, in this chapter we have shown that indoor environments are
also strongly structured in the large scale, namely at the floorplan level. We have
analyzed indoor environments by using two large floorplan datasets. By utilizing
tools from graph theory, we have investigated certain statistical properties of indoor
environments. An important message from this analysis is that, like many natural
graphs, the local structure in indoor topologies remains largely unchanged despite
growing global complexity.
We have argued that, the reason for this phenomenon is that indoor environments are organized in functional subunits, therefore even for high overall global
complexity, local structure of floorplan graphs remain stable.
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As put forward in the introduction chapter of this thesis, we have used the inherent structure of indoor environments this time at a much larger scale, to develop
an algorithm that predicts what lies in the unexplored part of the environment.
We have compared it to a more straight forward count based method. Prediction
capabilities are important for various robotic tasks where the environment is partially known or the robot has uncertain measurements about the environment. We
have provided extensive quantitative results on both methods and datasets, also
evaluating how well the spatial knowledge can be transferred between two datasets.
We have made the KTH dataset, the annotation tool and an easy to use C++
library for loading and manipulating floorplan databases available at
http://www.cas.kth.se/floorplans.
As a continuation, we plan to incorporate more properties to graphs such as
geometric properties and objects in order to make more informed predictions. Furthermore, we would like to explore the idea of using machine learning techniques
for structured spaces [113], since our output space does not constitute a continuous
space of a certain dimension but rather a space of graphs. Exploring different domains such as regular homes and compare their properties to what we have shown
in this work is also an interesting research venue.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Summary
“The robot, equipped by cameras, range sensors and tactile
skin feels it all as one great blooming, buzzing confusion...”
Anonymous roboticist, 2012

Autonomous systems which can help humans in everyday environments has been
a long term dream of robotics. Amongst the most important obstacles is how to
make sense out of the complex and seemingly chaotic world in which robots, imprecisely, perceive and explore their surroundings with various sensors and actuators.
This thesis and the Ph.D. journey behind it focused on investigating how the
buzzing confusion of the real world can be distilled into concise and descriptive
bits, which can then be presented to autonomous systems, so they can operate
more skillfully and robustly in man-made environments. In particular, we were
concerned with the orderly nature and structure of man-made environments that
these autonomous systems are operating in.
With this in mind, in Chapter 1, we have discussed why it is necessary for
researchers to deconstruct this spatial complexity. Briefly, the systems can only
perceive the outside world via their sensors, which outputs a stream of numbers,
devoid of any higher level concepts such as rooms, furnitures and single objects
that we humans have come to use in our reasoning about everyday tasks. We have
argued that for a a wide range of applications, understanding and actively exploiting
the structure of space is crucial to success. We have outlined what we think are the
important questions that need to be answered in discovering, extracting and using
this structure.
The questions that arose from Chapter 1 have revealed that this a multi-faceted
and broad problem without a clear entry point. In Chapter 2, we addressed a hard
to solve application with the goal of revealing more about the questions asked in
Chapter 1, and improving state-of-the-art in the said application. We have chosen
active visual search as this application, which entails finding objects in the world as
its broadest definition. Searching for objects in real world and large environments
89
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requires exploiting various facts about the search environment related to spatial
structure of the world. We wanted to employ a realistic scenario and search for
everyday objects in entire building floors, starting without a map of the environment. We have realized that in order to accomplish this, our systems need to first
extract and then exploit the inherent configuration of indoor environments, namely
that most objects only appear in certain types of places and rooms . Therefore it is
crucial to direct search towards these areas for efficiency and success rate purposes.
With this work, we have made a contribution as the realizing the first system which
can search for objects in unknown large environments at the scale of entire building
floors.
This work has given us the opportunity to experience first hand the difficulties
in two areas at different scales, the first, misdetections while finding objects in
single images and second, reasoning about unknown part of building floors. In the
former, the state-of-the-art vision algorithms that we have used for the most part
failed to detect objects in images acquired by a moving robot, especially when those
objects appear far away from the camera and there is significant visual artifacts from
movement, such as motion blur. The second problem was mainly left untouched in
the field, and most reasoning was either done by hand coded routines or researchers
has not considered applications where systems had to reason about high-level spatial
concepts at the scale of entire building floors.
In line with this, in Chapter 3, we have first investigated the misdetections
in single images. The idea here was that, objects are not randomly scattered in
the environment, rather, they are typically places at specific locations depending
on their purpose and function. We have claimed that this structure of the world
can be exploited in order to increase the performance of object detections in a
robotics object search scenario. More specifically, we have claimed that the local
3D structure is a strong indication on where objects of certain types can be found in
scenes. We have shown one way of capturing the local 3D structure, and performed
experiments on a large dataset across multiple object categories.
Moving onto the larger scale, in Chapter 4, we have asked how can robots reason
about the unexplored space in indoor environments in order to make decisions such
as exploring a corridor in the hopes of finding a kitchen, or looking for another
office room since there can be many of them on the current building floor. The
goal of this work was to predict the missing parts of an incomplete floor plan by
probabilistically predicting what additional rooms and connections between existing
rooms there can be. We have amassed a large dataset of annotated floor plans of
real buildings and analyzed various statistics of indoor environments at a much
larger scale than found in previous work. Based on our analysis of the dataset,
we have then designed an algorithm which extracts frequently occurring parts of
indoor floor plans in order to make informed predictions about the unexplored part
of indoor environments.
In summary, we believe in this thesis we have proposed new ideas on making use
of structure in space that has not been explored previously. We have also backed
up those ideas with applications to show their plausibility, one can go more deep
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in each of these areas for further refinement and experimentation.

5.1

Future work

As roboticists, it is our mission to make sense of the confusing buzz of the world
for the sake of building ever smart, autonomous robots. We have still a long way
to go.
We think that the most important developments in robotics will come from
tightening the action-perception loop which currently remains very disconnected,
rigid and open-loop. Often, there exists a planner or execution module which works
on the symbolic level and which only interacts with what is happening in the world
at a level of crude granularity, i.e. when an atomic action (which itself includes
various very complex processes) succeeds or fails. We believe for robots to be more
responsive, faster and intelligent the effect of the available actions to the system on
what the robot perceives should be studied rigorously.
More specifically, we believe the ideas and applications presented in chapters 2,
3 and 4 can provide researchers new research avenues for many years to come and
we believe it would be fruitful to pursue them further.
In Chapter 2, the active visual search system presented in this thesis can be
improved. This includes improvements to the proposed methods and algorithms
in this thesis and other aspects of the problem which we haven’t touched yet.
One such notable research avenue is better view planning and vision algorithms.
Currently the system computes where to look in a rather static way, i.e. first plan
to search a room in the environment, then compute where to move the camera
and only analyze images taken at those locations. This is not how humans would
perform a search and is one of the major causes of performance drop compared to
human experiments. Rather at every point in time we analyze all images and make
decisions continuously. This ties back with what we said earlier about tightening
the action-perception loop.
The work in Chapter 3 on utilizing local geometry in order to predict object
locations can be improved by designing different models to capture the 3D structure, both with better 3D point cloud features and better (or different) learning
algorithms. We believe the work can also benefit from executing the proposed algorithms on complete maps and integrating it with the active visual search system
presented previously, in order to gauge the benefits of utilizing 3D cues in object
search. Larger datasets to learn from can also provide the opportunity to test the
main idea of Chapter 3 on more object categories and challenging situations.
We think the ideas presented in Chapter 4 can support a very wide range of
research questions that has not been explored before in the field. Learning models
of indoor environments from very large datasets of annotated building floor plans
can help in various areas such as simultaneous localization and mapping, place
recognition and categorization, understanding and following route descriptions.
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We believe and are content that, this thesis, while providing some answers to the
questions it asks, it also opens up new questions that are the subject of research in
the years to come, acting as stepping stones to reach the dream of building robots
that can live with us in our everyday environments.
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